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PREFACE
Since early 1965, the three Unesco-sponsored school building
research institutes in Africa, Asia and Latin-America have been encosts of secondgaged in a collabcrative effort to investigate the
level school building in their regions. Standara methods have been
devised for the collection of data and eventually, when these methods
collect and
have been checked in the field, it will be possible to
publish material on school building costs, arranged in such a way
that useful comparisons can be drawn between one country and another
countries in
and suitable ideas and techniques shared between all
which the studies are made.

Ceylon is one country in which, through the co-operation of
collecting cost.
the Ministry of Education, the standard method of
and other data has been checked. A veport giving the Institute's
views on the standard method will be submitted to an international
meeting of the Directors and experts from each of the school building institutes to be held in Colombo in October 1967. By that time,
Asian Regional Institute experts will have made further checks on
the suitability of the data c 'illection method in Iran, Afghanistan
and India.

However, the international cost study is a long term project
from which results cannot be expected for some considerable time.
What is needed in Ceylon, as indeed in other States, is some
immediate action in the matter of reducing the cost and improving
the amenity of the Nation's schools. The data collected as, part
of the Ceylon cost study can thus be put to two uses: firstly,
it forms the basis of this action retort on the utilisation,
design and costs of second-level schools in Ceylon and secondly,
it will ultimately form part of the larger, international study
through which Ceylon may learn from the school building experiences
Region may learn
of other countries' and the other countries of the
from the experiences of Ceylon.

A study such as has been recently made in Colombo and in several
regions of Ceylon relies for its success on the kindness of busy
officials who despite the pressure of work, make time to assist
in the provision of data and to participate in the frequent and
lengthy discussions that are vital if the school building situation is to be fully explored. In this connection, special
mention
must be made of the Superintending Engineer of School Works
Mr.W.R.A.D.B.Ratnayake, who has provided the drawings and cost data
on which the study is based and who has on many occasions given
advice and assistance without which it would have been difficult
to proceed. The field studies were made possible through the kindness and collaboration of the Directors of Education of the
following regions:
Colombo
Kandy
Nuwara Eliya
Bandarawella
and Jaffna.
Apart from these people, considerable data has been made available
by the School Works Engineer and his staff of the Colombo
region.
We offer them our thanks.

Appreciation must be expressed for the kindness and tolerance
of the headmistress and the ten headmasters whose schools formed
the basis for the detailed field work. In each of these schools
three or four of the Institute's staff spent a day during
which
the organisation and costing of each school was investigated in
considerable depth.

In every case the fullest assistance
was afforded by the
responsible head of the school and
many continued to supply
supplementary data long after the Institute's
team had left.

Finally, we would like to express
our appreciation of the
assistance given by the following gentllmen:
Mr.A.S.Kulasinghe,
Chairman of the State Engineering
Corporation; the Conservator
of Forests and his assistants; the Chief
Architect of the P.W.D.
and by the participants of the Seminar
on secondary school
buildings in Ceylon for their contributions.

SUMIIABY

Thie report has two objects. First, it shows how te.e cost
of buildings for education in Ceylon can be substantially reduced
and, secondly, it suggests ways in which educational amenity can
be improved for both children and teachers.

The first step than has to be taken to achieve cost reductions
is to ensure that there is in fact a need for every new building
that is constructed. We have found in sore schools, that an overprovision of teachers has resulted in an unnecessarily large number
of small teaching groups with a consequent and artificially created
need, for more teaching accommodation. It j.srecommended that. in
futute_t_pefoe a new builditngis sanctioned for an existinr school,
a check berme of ti9gross area of existimlaccommodation which
shouM not he_gEeater than 32 square feAt_m_place, based on the
averam_attendance. Where a school has less than 32 square feet
of area per pupil place then the new construction sanctioned should
be such as to bring the gross area of the school up to this standard.
This measure will prevent waste of money on unnecessary building.

The next step is to ensure where the construction of new units
takes place that the type of unit built is suitable, having regard
to the teaching programme. We have seen schools in which laboratories were needed but assembly halls were requested and schools
already having good laboratories, building more, when in fact
there yes no library and no provision for staff.
There is a need the r,....Rprt stlgsests

for a simple publication
for the_glagWnce ofprincijoals oLpragpamming_mI;Apcommodation.
Short seminars should also be conducted on this atlop:t pf
administration.

Ministry officials. who have attended the courses at the Asian
Regional Institute for Educational Planning and Administration at
New Del li are well qualified to advise and assist in this work
which has a direct bearing on the way in which money for school
buildings is spent. It is recommended that an official be sex t
o the Delhi course which now offers stbuildinii/As_ap _elective
subject. This officer could then, on return from such a course
be assigned duties connected with implementation of the foregoing.

t

The design, construction, maintenance and thus the cost of
school building in Ceylon depend on the operations Of the School
Works Branch of the Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs.
In 1966/67 the cost of this branch was about 1.3% of the value of

-8work it undertook. In 1967/68, the cost of the branch will be
.reduced to about 0.7% of the capital works budget. This is woefully
lot, compared with 11% in a number of other countries, and confirms
what we have observed: that the School Works Branch with its present staff, is quite unable to handle the great burden of construction work resulting from developments in Ceylon's educational
patterns. This statement in no way reflects on the staff of the
branch. Indeed it is only through skilful deployment of conscientious staff and through the use of standard plans that 6o%
of the capital budget for 1966/67 was consumed. It may be confidently predicted for the future however that the Branch, as at
present staffed, will be quite unable to handle the greatly
increased volume of building resulting from a budget twice as
large as that for 1966/67 and, moreover, involving the construction
of '',buildings such as junior universities and other vocational schgols
for which the existing standard plans are quite unsuitable.

It is recommended thatpiantl be taken most agsntly to increase
the size of the de!isnItaff of the School Works Branch and aqtimibr.
kjatsg&aeRta trainiqg_pmgramme for architectural andsastitz

pymingstaf. fisistance of 14N. sqld it,e121Esies.should be
naught meanwhi.le for the irovision oftkEsfessionallztamalified staff
to tide over the difficulttperiod that will follow whilst suitable
local stafftarebeiaLtraj41c4.
Many of the very considerable economies in educational building
that can be achieved are based on the assumption that more money is
spent on design and supervision. It is necessary to invest only a
little in order to reap the benefits of big savings in expenditure.
As far, as the detailed operations of the School Works Branch
are concerned, we believe that present tendering procedures could
be adjusted to take advantage of the very considerable programme
of repetitive building in which the Ministry is engaged.. It is now
well established that unit costs 'for contracts for a series of
buildings are likely to be substantially lower than those for a
single contract.

Moreover only one set of drawings and one set of contract
documents are required for the entire series. This substantially
reduces the burden of contract preparation in the School Works
Branch - an important factor in view of the comments made above.

It is recommended that the MinistrL2ffer for tendAr,sseries
of stthopl bui/dins,, :schools
the suscessful contractor beinzLitsed
his sart to build all
in the series wherever they be Iv:
catedxtfor ithe same usittpxiqstsal...theatottesfor the Sirst. schpol
oaf the, series and sub,, tct

patisfactionyith his Remfoymance

constructiIK. the first school.

in

Ceylon now has over 9,000 schools. Each school comprises a
number of separate standard units. The total number of individual
buildings is thus certainly well in excess of 40,000. The total
annual budget for maintenance was Rs.5 million in 1955/66 and
this vas reduced. to Rs.4 million in 1966/67 despite increases in'tIss
size and age of the stock of schools. That represents a maximum of
Rs.100 per building for annual maintenance. The cost of internal
and external decoration of the smallest standard unit once every
five years would be R8.98.20. Assuming no other maintenance is
necessary (and such is most unlikely), it :sill be seen that the
provision for keeping the Nation's stock of schools in a state
of reasonable repair is wholly inadequate. This statement is
fully borne out by the field inspection we have made of a sample
of schools. The rate of increase of construction of new schools
is now dropping off as the rate of increase of the school-going
population reduces. It is recommended therefore,h at there be

shamincreat in future budagt.R.LT maintenang2JIpAt the
Schb91 Works Branch beAuggiented i.n the field and that rlFujar

mai:tenance survulaLEILIskesvision'be included in the due
of school works ins actors and s4-insiectors.
The standard designs that are used for the construction of new
units of accommodation can be both cheapened and improved. Suggested
new designs are included in the report. It is recommended that these

new kligap be used in the interim.periodw4lEastaff

are
Works pranch. Page 40 of"
Report
shows the reductions in unit costs that can be achieved if this is
done. For a budget of Rs.41 million the saving Could be of the
order of Rs.5 million.

yitiastsEraiteifor-i)ieiichool

Finally, it is recommended that educationists be more closely
connected with the detailed design of Ceylon's secondary schools.
This can best be achieved through development eioups of the sort
that has already started work on vocational school buildings in
Colombo. Development groups will not mly produce cheaper units
of ccommodation but units that are more precisely tailored to
the over-riding needs of the educationists and the children.

- 1C) -

Resume.

Le present rapport a deux objectify. En premier lieu ii indique
comment le coat des constructions scolaires h Oeyln peut tre reduit,
et en second ii fait des propositions quant h l'am4lioration des installations scolaires et de l'equipement destine a l'enseignement, tent
en ce qui concerne ceini qui est pr4vu a l'usage du personnel eneeignant
quo oelui qui a ete insta11e a 1' intention doe eleves.
Las .premiere mesure a adopter pour realiser une reduction des coats

est l'examen de la necessite quant a is construction de cheque nouveau
batiment scolaire. Dann quelques ecoles nous avons trouve quo, afin d'
occuper,tous les enseignents (qui etaient beaucoup trop nombreux) , les
rea avaient ete repartis'en petits groupers qui, a leur tour, creaient
la necessite, plutat artificielle, de prevoir des locaux supplementaires:
On recommande alore quo, a l'avenir, on etudie la superficie brute des
b&timents existents avant de permettre la construction de batiments supplementaires. Calculi() our la base de la frequentation scolaire moyenne, la
superficie brute ne doit pas excider 32 pieds carres par place.
Dans le ass ou une ecole comprend moins de 32 pieds carres de super-.
ficie par elive, i,3. importe quo le plan d'un nouveau batiment soft elabore
de faros quo, apres is construction du bAtiment, la superficie brute de
l'icole entiere comprerme 32 pieds carres par eleve. L'application de
cette mesure emp6che tout gaspillage de ressources financieres dans le
domain.) de is construction scoIaire.
Ensuite i.l, faut s'assurer que les locaux et les unites scolaires
construire soient en conformite avec lea exigences du programme scolaire.
NOUS avons visite des ecoles qui, bien qu'elles eussent besoin de labor ne
toires, demandaient des salles de reunion. 11, y en avait d'autres qui,
possedant deja de bons laboratoires, en demandaient davantage, bien qu'il
n'y oat ni bibliotheque ni salle commune pour be personnel enseigeant.

Le 1.122.521,1

1-1,22-.31San...41-1,1121121.0

et de la
iS14.94222-12...A.Prat2EgItion
f udrait or anise des seminaires au

de " cgratt111111tP.

xe...titi°1,----:..."1e13

cours des es12.212.21:2121emes

aersient abord

Les fonctionnaires ministeriels qui ont participe aux cours di l'Ine
stitut regional asiatique de Planification et d'Administration, New Delhi,
ant tauten les qvalifications necessaires pour conseiller at cider ce
travail qui exerce une influence directe star la maniere salon laquelbe
les ressources allouees aux constructions scolaires sont utilisees. A cat

igard, on secommandtm'un reaponsable du c2.dsleJAElemELeit.de.ligyiit
EiTlisietLaux cours a NeiNIET,771 "Construction" est offert come
suiet facatatif. Apres son retour, ce fonctionnaire pourrait

-W-

des fonctions se rapportant 4 la realisation de ce que nous venons de
mentiOnner plus haut.
La conception, la construction.et l'entretien et, en consequence,
le cost de la construction scolaire a Ceylan, dependent des actions du
"Service des Travaux scolaires" qui est institue au aein du Ministere de
l' Education et de la Culture. En 1966/67, /es fraia d'entretien de ce service
s'elevaient a environ 1,3 % de la valour de tous les travaux effectues par
lui. En 1967/68, les trait d'entretien eeront reduits h environ 0,7 % du
budget de tous les travaux en capital. En comparaison aux frais d'entretien dans grand nombre de pays, qui s'elevent parfoia a 11 %, ii faut avouer
que ces frais sont tree modiques. Ce fait confirme ce qu'on a bien observe,
c'eat que ce service, tel qu'il exiate, est absolument incapable de a'occuper do tous les travaux resultant de l'evolution de l'enseignement 4 Ceylan.
Par cola on ne vent paa dire que le personnel no soit pas competent, en fait,
ce n' est quIen raison de la capacite et de l' esprit consciencieux du persound' responsable et parse qu'on a introduit l'utilisation de plains types,
quo 60 % des reaeources en capital pour 1966/67 opt ete utilises. On pout
pourtant predire avec confiance que ce service, tent qu'il ne comprendra pas
de personnel suffisant, sera absolument incapable de surveiller une con taut
struction qui sera tellement plus large at plus complexe l'avenir.
ajouter que, en plus, ce service sera charge de la construction d'autres
batiments, comma par exemple de col16gee et d'ecoles profeaciounelles, pour
leaquels les plans types actuellement en usage sent absolument inadequate.

ii est demAETILENIEssulio le nombre d'architectes. du "Service des
Travaux scolaires" s o

u ETTEet on recommanitAtve

ment lea mesures n aairies pour faire ainsi. De lus ii faut
des cours de formation pour es architectes et lea m treurs. Pour le moment,
saLa17....:Le'deusule177C173:Fileannel neceseaire alt et; forme ii faut
demander aux Nations Unies de mettre1711.....
necessire.
En depensant davantage pour 1' etude et la surveillance des travaux de
construction, on esp4re pouvoir effectuer des 4conomies consiarables dams
le domain° de la construction scolaire, et on est d' Avis que l'investissee
ment d' une petite somme h cast effat suffit pour realiser daimportamtes
economies.

En ce qui concerne les procedes individuels du "Service des Travaux
scolairee nous aimerona bien souligner que la methode actuelli des sou..
missions, par exempie, dolt ;Are modifiee et qu'il faut permettre la soumission pour un programme de constructions type repetees. On salt tree
bien que le cost d' une unite sur la base d'un contrat d' une eerie de cone
structions eat moms eleve qua celni sur la base de plusieurs contrats
individuels. En outref un tel syat&me n'exige qutune s4rie de documents de
soumission pour les construct3ons identiques et, en consequence, le travail
du "Service des Travaux scolaires", surtout en ce qui concern° is preparation de contrats, sera bien riduit.

.12.

On recommandl_alorsuelettsiLs_sou_ur

des series

de constructions et u'il demande h Ventre reneur selectionne de
artiennent h la mgme siEitt_tasEtlaut
construire touter les ecoles
ar unite u.' it a demand!
lieu u'elles soient construites
condition clue 1 'execution des travaux
v...1......r1a.pmmArp.e.c_21e de la eerie

et a

de la

remiere ecole soit satisfaisante.

A l'heure actuelle, Ceylan poss'ede 9 000 4coles dont chacune comprend
ua certain nombre d' "unites types" separees. Le nombre total de batiments
individuele est Bien au.dessus de 40 000. En 1965/66, les depenses annuelles
pour l'entretien de ces 4coles s'elevaient a Rs. 5 million. En 1966/67, en
depit de l'accroissement du nombre de batiments scolaires, et en depit du
fait quo les 6coles etaient plus vieilles, ces frais etaient reduits
Rs. 4 million. Ce montant represente un maximum annuel de Rs. 100.- de
doentretien pour chaque batiment. Lea frais pour la d4coratiou int4rieure
et exterieure d' une des plus petitea unites types s'eleveraient alors
Rs. 98,20 une fois tour les 5 ans. Sur la base qu'aucuna travaux d'entretien
supple mentaires aoient nicessaires, it faut admettre que pour maintenir
les 4coles en un !tat: plus ou mains satisfaisant, le budget souscrit a l'en.
tretien est absolument inadiquat.

frais

Le taux d'accroissement de la construction de nouvelles ecoles vient
de subir une baisse..Ceci eat az an fait quo l'accroissement de la population acolaire va egalemeat en ralentissement. On, recommend° done u'a l'avenir les ressourcea financi6res allouees a. l'entretien soient au,. pent

mielLlattEtteLlesTr......wratimiarctttelesitu3cteurs
at les surveillants scolaires soient char es d' examiner re ulierement les
batiments et de surveiller les travaux effectues dans ce domain.
Par une modification des plans types des "unites scolaires" on pent
realiser non seulement une r4duction des coats, mais aussi une meilleure

conception. 29.EISMIP214,..e'.--322htt....:-262-1.es451"°1111e....961813...21e..2".

et rattaches au "Service des Travaux scolaires' on utilise les nouveaux
du rapport endique les reductions de cant que 1' on
glans tykes. Page
peut rialiser de cette faqon. Pour un budget de 41 million, les economies
effectuees peuvent atre de l'ordre de 5 million.

Pour finir on aimerait bien recommender quo les educateurs acquierent
une meilleure connaissance de toes les d6tails de la conception des 4coles
secondaires a Ceylan. La meilleure facon de r4aliser ce but est an moven
de Groupes de developpement, semblables a ceux qui ont deja commence h
travailler aux constructions destinees a. des 4coles professionnelles 4
Colombo. Cos Groupes de dSveloppement concevront dee unites scolaires qui
coateront mains cher et qui seront mieux adapt! es aux exigences de lleducateur et des enfants.

. 13 .

CHAPTER - 1

INTRODUCTION

1.01 Reason for theiLtuAgz

The cost of a school, the space and amenities provided, depend
on the way in which the school is actually used.
For example if a
building is provided with classrooms each to seat 40 children and
there are only 30 in some classes and 20 in others, then there is
an obvious waste of space. Space costs money. Suell a situation
may develop due to a number of causes: there may be no designs for
buildings with classrooms sized to house small teaching groups; in
enlarging schools, there may have been an administrative failure
to estimate correctly the number of children in the school's
Finally, there may be an over-provision of teachers
catchment area.
resulting in unnecessary streaming
small groups. These and
many similar factors bear on the dediiion to provide buildings of
a particular type.
1.02 Background

Before the introduction of free education in Ceylon in 1945
secondary education of the type which led its recipients to recognised professions or trades or to posts in Government service was
available in the English medium to the children of well' -to -do
parents, mostly in the urban areas. In the matter of educational
organization, the curriculee, and methods of teaching followed the
traditions of English pub:le schools. Little consideration was given
to local needs, the future economic, industrial or agricultural
development of the country o indigenuous culture.
For those who were unable to pay fees there was secondary
education in the swabasha schools which were ill-equipped and
staffed by teachers who themselves had had little opportunity to
receive a well rounded, broad-based education. The number of
swabasha schools having secondary grades equivalent to present
day IX and X Grades was very small. The highest profession to
which the students of these schools could aspire was teaching in
the very schools in which they themselves had been educated;
Tntroduction of free education in the English medium and the
subsequent establishment of Government central and senior schools
enabled a larger number of rural children to receive secondary
education of the type previously available - mainly to children
in the English schools. Though facilities for teaching of crafts

-
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formed a part of secondary education, establishment of institutions for prvtical education of the type envisaged in the
Special Committee report, was not provided fors so that even
with the opening of the central and senior schools, secondary
education remained mainly academic and catered to the needs of e,
minority of the population of secondary school age.

With the progressive introduction of swabasha as the medium
of instruction in secondary and higher education, the doors of
secondary education weie opened to a large percentage of those
completing elementary education. More and more children are
remaining in secondary general schools for the following
reasons:
i. the general adoption of swabasha as the medium of
instruction;
ii. the use of swabasha as the language of administration;
iii. establishment of two more universities;
iv.

lack of employment;

v.

absence of any programmes for votational training;

vi.

the take-over of the assisted schools. (See Tables

To meet the requirements of the increasing numbers of children
demanding secondary education, many Maha Vidyalayas were instituted
by,either.developing new sites'or up-grading some of the large
swabasha schools, which had classes up to Grade X.
TABLE I,

RISE 13 ENROLMENT IN SECONDARY EDUCATION 11
Year

VIII

1952
1956
1960
1962
1965

48,133
65,164
96;235
119,067
138,975

74,575
138,540
225,131
274,932
340,576,

1967
1969

149,100
145900o
335,000

412,000
432,0Oo
439.Ooo

1971,

1./

IX.- XII

Figures in table were obtained from the Ministry of Education
and Cultural Affairs.
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1965

ENROLMENT IN GRADES IX

2/

Grade

Science

Arts

Total

IX

94,593
143,054

24,748
31,828
3,882
4,733
65,191

119,341
174,882

X
XI
XII
IX-XII

16,221

21,517
275,385

20,103
26,250
340,576

With increasing numbers seeking secondary ducation, it became
more and more apparent that, from the stand point of national and
individual needs, the type of secondary education given prior to
.1945 was inappropriate. The need for diversification became quite
urgent; while, on the one
the type of secondary education
had to III appropriate, to the ability and requirements of each
indiIidual child, on the other, different types of secondary
education related to national requirements had to be provided.
The following institutions are providing secondary education in
1967:

i. Madya Maim Vidyalayas (generally Grades VI to XII)

Maha Vidyalayas some all-age schools; some Grades VI
to XII; some Grades IX to XII)
Vidyalayas (Grades I to X)
ii. Private non-fee-levying schools (generally all age groups)
v. Private fee-levying schools (generally all age grOupi3)
vi. Pirivenas (junior schools up to Grade X; senior up to
Grade XII)

Generally speaking, schools in categories (i)..to (0 are wtP.
provided with amenities for studies in arts, and science up to Grade XXI.
Almost all of them have work -shops and (in the case of girls schools)
home-science laboratories and provision for teaching agriculture or
commerce.

2/

Figures in the

.

tablet' were obtained from the Miastry

of Education .sand Cultural Affairs.
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SCHOOL SYSTEM IN CEYLON
Pf

Junior Technical School

Grades

Primary
1

2

3

4

a

6

Junior

7

Senior

U

2

3

4

5
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7

8

9

10

1110

M. VV.

Post Prima

Universities

Post Junior M. VV.

Techniced Colleges

Agricultural Schools
Training Colleges

Collegm of Fine Arts
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FIGURE
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- 17 Government Maha Vidyalayas; some of the Grade II and almost all
Grade III "assisted" schools, (now taken over to Government and named
'Maha Vidyalayas) and senior Pirivenas have courses up to Grade XII in
arts and some have science, agriculture, home-science, commerce and
Pirivenas have
crafts up to Grade X. The vidyalayas and ,dun;
classes up to Grade X with a limited curriculuL f arts subjects.
In the school system prevailing in Ceylon (Figure 1) it is often
difficult to distinguish between a primary school wand a secondary
school, for levelopment is by slow expansion starting with the lower
grades. Thus the existing senior secondary schools (schools which
have grades above Grade VIII), may sometimes have primary schools
attached to them and often using the same building. The present
position is shown in Table III.

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS IN CEYLON

TABLE III

Grades
I--II

I-V
I-VIII
I-X
I-XII
VI-VIII
VI'-X

VI-XII
IX-XII

Covt.

Cate.gany

Infants
Primary
Primary & Junior
Primary Jr. & Secondary
Primary Jr. & Sec. Collegiate
Junior only
Junior & Senior secondary only
Junior, Secondary & Collegiate
Senior Collegiate only

V
Non-Govt.

Total

148
1491

3
865

2447
3239
712

10

2457

22
34

3261

151
2356,

746
13

13

62

10

231
18

13

8361

964

7

72
244
25

9325
IMMII

Plans for the establishment of uniform elementary education and
diversified secondary education have been drawn 1113. Under the proposed schemes, as far as we are aware, general school education will
be provided at 3 levels:
A. Primary:

Grades I to VII

(ages

5 to 11 years)

B. Lower secondary: Grades VIII to X (ages 12 to 15 years)
C. Upper secondary: Grades XI to XII (ages 16 to 18 years)

3/ Figures in this table were obtained from the Ministry of
Education and Cultural Affairs.

Diversification will commence at the end of Grade VIII (the end
of the compulsory education period) and. students may then study any
of .the following coui,ses:-

i.
ii.
ii
iv.

Arts and law
Physical sciences

Biealogical sciences
Commerce
v. Home-scielice

vi. Agriculture
vii. Fisheries
Categories (1) to (vi) are,normally included in the courses offered
by secondary general schools.
On the results of the G.C.E. Ordinary Level Examination, the-,
pupils may later seek admission to Jestha Vidyaiayas (Grades XI to
XII) for' Advanced Level courses in Arts and Science, Home-science
or Commerce. Alternatively they may proceed to Junior Technical
Schools (technical or agricultural) for craftsmen' technician's
courses, or to senior technical schools for more advanced techrlicians'courses.

The majority of the schools mentioned in the foregoing description are secondary general schools and it is with these types
of schools that this report is concerned.

1.03 The educationampects of the stat:
The purpoie of the educational part of this cost study was to
identify the types of decision that affect the planning of each of
the schools studied. In so doing, the following questions were
asked:1. What is the gross covered area of space in the school
and how is it divided into teaching spaces?
2. What is the enrolment in the school and how does this
relate to attendance?
3. What is the curriculum of the school?
4. What planning process was followed in establishing the
size of the school or of additions to it?

5. Are the buildings provided suitable, having regard to
the nutber of children and teachers and to the
curriculum?
6. Are the buildings provided suitable having regard to
the methods of teaching employed in the school?

- 19 7. Is .it possible, through better organisation of the
curriculum and re-arrangement of teaching groups,
to make better use of the buildings?

8. Is the problem posed in (7) above, such as to require
a solution involving re-organisation of several
adjacent schools to make the best use of the facilities they possess in common?
9. Is it possible to modify the present school buildings:
to make them more suitable, having regard to the
requirements of curriculum and methodology?

10. Are new designs required,to provide accommodation for
facilities for which at present no standard design
fixists?

1.04 Collection and analysis of material

Clearly only a small sample
available
rural and
altitudes
Provinces

of schools could be studied in the
time but opportunity was taken to include buildings'in the
urban areas of the Western.ProvXneel, some schools at higher
in the rural and urban areas of the Central and Uva
and a school in the North.

The actual schools for which extensive data were collected are
given below. A number of other schools were visited and useful
background material obtained to supplement the main study: Western Province
School no. 1 - Homagama M.V.

no

2 - Kudabuthgammuwa M.V.

no. 3 - Pannipitiya Dharmapala.
no. 4

Mahawatta M.V. Borella.

no. 5

Dehiwela Presbyterian Balika V.

Central Province

School no. 6

K /Menikdiwela M.V.

no. 7

K/Halloluwa M.V.

no. 8

N/Hapugastalawa Muslim M.V.

no. 9

K/Gamini
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Uva Province
School no.10

Bdnalhaputenna M.V.

Northern Province
School no.11

J /Madduvil M.V.

All of these schools have either been constructed or have had substantial additions made during the past 5 years.
They thus represent
the most recent developments in respect of design and, as the cost
pattern for this period is known, provide useful samples on which to
base the conclusions given elsewhere in this report.
At each of the schools visited, data was collected on standard
forms, samples of which are given in Annexure I. As far as the educational aspects of the study are concerned, the data finally assembled
included:-

i.

Curriculum and special amenities of the school;

ii.

Particulars of the staff;

iii.

Site plan of the school;

iv.

Attendance, grades and the number of claf,ses;

v.

Number and sizes of classrooms, laboratories,
workshops and special rooms;

vi.

Time-table of the school;

vii.

Time-table showing utilization of teaching, spaces;

viii. Particulars of the cost of the buildings.
From a study of this information it was pceisible to calculate the
total overall space requirements of each school, raving regard to the
enrolment, teaching staff and curriculum and to compare the results of
this calculation with the actual accommodation built.

It would unnecessarily lengthen this report to include the complete analysis for all of the eleven schools for which the data were
collected, but, an example showing the way in which the calculation is
made is given in Annexure II together with an explanatory note.
The analysis of the ,sample schools disclosed a number of important
aspects of school building utilisation and design, some of which have
educational implications and other architectural design implications.
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A

e-factor
factor percentageFrom the time-table it was possible to see the useof each space.
It was observed that there was wastage of space for the following
reasons:-

a) use of standard sized large rooms for snail groups;
b) use of some teaching spaces for only part of the
teaching day;
c) failure to use facilities of neighbouring schools
when planning courses;
d) breaking up classes into small groups in order to
provide an adequate number of periods of work
for teachers to qualify for salary.
Because of the prevalence of a large number of elective subjects
ah the second-level school curriculum, children are inevitably divided,
for certain subjects into many groups, often small in number. The
wastage incurred by the use of large uniform classrooms for small
groups can be avoided by the provision of areab.that can be screened
into units of desired size or by provision of standard plans with
classrooms of varying sizes. Capacity use of such teachilag spaces
can be planned by manipulation of the teaching time-table.
Further wastage can be attributed to the traditional organizational pattern of the secondary school. Pupils are normally taught
in classes of 30 to 40 pupils. Units of this size form the basis of
school organization. Because each class is regarded' as an administrative unit, it requires a base room; hence, one classroom is'allotted
to each class, so that there are as msAy classrooms as there are
units. The result is that whenever a class is at work in the laboraspecial room, or in the playground, its classroom is
tory or
unoccupied. Conversely when classrooms are all occupied, the laboratories, special rooms etc. are empty. Working on the basis that
wastage can be avoided by the intensive use of rooms, it becomes
possible to determine the number of each kind and size of teaching
space required for a given number of pupils, following a given cirriculum in a given school.

/

Use Factor % =

Actual no. of hours room used
Possible no. of hours room can be used

100
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Heads of schools, it was observed, sometimes
increase the number
of subjects in the curriculum for the sake
of quite small groups of
children even when facilities in neighbouring
schools for teaching
the same subjects are not fully used.
This practice is wasteful
not only of classroom space but also of skilled
teaching staff.
In some schools a larger number of small,
teaching groups than
was necessary had been formed, with apparently
no other object than
to provide sufficient employment for
excess teachers to achieve a
qualifying number of teaching periods. One particular
case appeared
to have resulted in the construction of new accommodation
to house
the larger number of small classes that had been
formed as a reailt
of this practice.

It is difficult to tell from such a small sample whether
or not
such practices are widespread, but if
so then they are placing a
heavy burden on an already heavily loaded
school construction budget.
There are, of course, several ways open to the Ministry, more
positively to ensure that school principals do not obtain extra
buildings to accommodate classes, resulting from what is, in effect,
bad programming. Of these the safest is the "area check".
It can
be shown that in the design of schools for Ceylon the areas per
place given below are adequate for all classroom,
laboratory, homescience and special rooms, offices, toilets and circulation
space.
Primary school

14 sq.ft. Per. place.

Secondary schools

32 sqat. per place.

If a principal makes a request for extra accommodation all
that is necessary to determine whether or not IN; should be provided
is to divide the gross covered area of his existing
accommodation
(classrooms, corridors, toilets, offices, labs etc.) by the average
attendance and to compare the answer with the optimum area per place
given above.
If the area is less than the optimum, the principal
needs more accommodation; if it is more, then he already has too
much accommodation and should re-programme his time-table to rake
better use of what he has.
.

Another difficulty connected with this problem is to decide,
when new construction is approved, just what is to be provided by
way of new building. It was observed that additions
most frequently
take the form of classrooni blocks or open halls. The special
rooms
so much needed for the proper education of child:e'en in
upper secondary schools have not been provided, even though it would have been
possible to keep below the ceiling cost if special rooms and the
classrooms both had been suitably constructed and intensively- used

AO
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It is clear that if the best use is to be obtained from the
'money allocated for the construction of new school buildings, then
certain criteria should be established to determine the types of
building needed and the validiti' of the need in relation to the
existing accommodation.

These criteria, however, should not relate merely to the
situation at the precise time that the request for construction is
made; as has already been shown in Table I, secondhry school populations are increasing and, moreover, the numbers electing to
specialise in sciences, arts and other fields will vary from timeto-time. There should thus be an element of forward planning built
into any proposal for new buildings. When any additional accommodation is to be provided, the following questions may be asked:
What is the rate of change of population in the zone or
catchment area; from which a school draws its pupils?
What is the estimated output of primary feeder schools
in the forseoable future?
Do the numbers specialising in arts, sciences, commerce
and the like show any marked tendency to increase or
decrease?
What are the trends?

In a country such as Ceylon, where new schools are built or
existing buildings extended as a result-of 'local' requests for
improvements,, rather than as a result of centralised'and detailed
direction of the building programme by the Education Ministry, then
every school principa beomes, as it were, tb,i iddcational planner
for the small are from
ich his pupils are drawn.

,

Simple micro-planning at this level is, it is true, far easier
than educational planning at district or national level but nevertheless it requires the use of skill and exercise of judgement. It
would be both useful and profitable if the Ministry were to circulate
a small pamphlet to principals of schools, explaining the criteria
for extending an existing school and giving .examples of the calculations (See Annexure II) needed to establish the nature and size of
any new accommodation that might in future be required. Short, oneday seminars on this topic conducted at regional level, would usefully
supplement the printed material and enable principals to discuss and
clarify points of-difficulty.

-24In this connection, Ceylon now has a number of officers in the
Ministry, who have attended the annual courses held at the Asian
Regional Institute for Educational Planners and Administrators at
New Delhi. Seminars conducted by these officers could greatly
improve the quality of rea tests of new buildings and ensure that
money was spent where it
most needed.
From 1967 the Asian Institute is adjusting its annual course
content to allow participants to specialise in several
detailed
aspects of educational planning. One of the elective subjects
offered will be in planning as it affects building. It would be
useful when the Ministry nexts assigns an officer to attend the
course
he were instructed to elect to specialise in the building section.
On return, this officer' could then be delegated
authority to deal with the educational planning and administration
matters raised in this chapter.

it
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FACTORS AFFECTING THE COSTS OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS
IN CEYLON

2.01 General
It has been shown in Chapter 1 that administrative procedures
and curriculum implementation both affect the call, pri the capital
works budget for new schools; but in the Ministry of Education
itself and in the Regional Offices there are other factors that
have a bearing on the amount of money spent on approved building
projects. The design of standard plans, tendering and contracting procedures, inspection procedures and maintenance of buildings
already constructed can all affect capital expenditure. In the
Ceylon Ministry of Education, matters such as these are regulated
for buildings of a value up to Rs.200,000 (shortly to be increased
to Rs.500,000) by a single unit known as the School Works Branch.
The capacity of the Branch properly to administer these matters
needs careful consideration.
2.02 The School Works Branch of the Minis

of Education

The School Works Branch consists of the Superintending Works
Engineer, 4 School Works Engineers, 244 Technicians and 34 clerks
and typists. An organisational chart is attached in Annexure III.
In a dramatic cpmparison with the P.W.D. and the State
Engineering Corporation, Table IV shows how seriously understaffed
the Branch is at the professional level.

-26TABLE -' IV

ANNUAL VALUE OF WORK IN MILLION RUPEES

Year
1962
63
1963 - 64
1964 - 65

Max. possible
value of work
with present
establishment
of staff given
telow:-

P. W. D.

S. W. B.

76.37
82.43
80.47

12.91

.68

26.25
36.57

8.85
24.09

100.00

30;00

STATE ENG.CORP.

.

30.00

..yryborri.raprraltri***...r*....****.........................111*

Technologist`
Technicians
Craftsmen and
others

V

1246

3274

**** r****************

7

45

211

92
693

*******************

In the year 1966/67 the School Works
Branch was allocated a
budget expenditure of Rs.29,777,000 for capital works
of which it
is estimated 60% will be committed by the end of
year. This expenditure involves the preparation the. financial
of contract
documents and the administration and
supervision of some 1500
"separate building'contracts.

In addition to the capital works expenditure
the S.W.B. was
allocated Rs.4 million for maintenance.

The estimates of expenditure for 1967/68
provide for a sharp
increase in the amount to be spent
on educational building. Some
Rs.41 million with an additional Rs.6
million for vocational schools
is to be committed in the year 1968/69.
If the buildings to be constructed were simple elementary schools the
problem of handling a
sum of this magnitude with such a small staff
would be almost insuperable. In fact, due to the increase in the
value of contracts

5

Extract from Beport.of the Committee
on Construction Capacity.
Colombo, Public Works Department,
June 1966i
6/ Technologists = School Works Engineers,
architects and
other professional officers.

-27handled by the S.W.B. to
a Rs.5000000 maximum, the buildings
will now become the responsibility
that
of the Branch will include
junior universities, vocational
schools and secondary schools,buildings in fact, for which the
current standard plans are quite
unsuitable.
Undoubtedly this volume of
work will place an impossible
on the organisation and personnel
strain
of
the
School
'Works
Branch
would seem important in
and it
the first instance if the building
is to be realised at
programme
all, to fill the established
posts and bring
the branch up to its full
strength. The Estimates
for 1966/67
include the following
technologists, the number in
the ,posts actually filled:
brackets indicates
Head Office

Superintending Engineer
Engineer

1

(1)

1

(1)

1

(0)

Regions.

4

(3)

Assistant Architect

IIMMI./....1011010

Total:

3

(2)

1

(3)

Three aspects of this unsatisfactdry
staffing situation result
in waste of capital
c:penditure:i.

Very little can be done to revise
the standard plans
for school building used by the
department and
to produce the new plans needed for
junior universities and vocational schools;

ii.

Inadequate supervision of building works in
progress
leads to the acceptance of sub
- standard work which
ultimately becomes a charge on the
maintenance
budget.

iii. There is no regular, systematic
maintenance inspection
of the present stock of schools
by the S.W.B. and
it is thus necessary to rely
on Principals or
Circuit Inspectors for reports on these
matters.
This not only leads to delays in
carrying out
repairs but worse, also means
that many defects
are either never reported at all
or, when reported,
the buildings are beyond repair.
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It is estimated that the total cost of the School Works Branch is
between 1.2 and 1.5% of the value of the work it undertakes. This may
be compared with similar situations 'and departments elsewhere:
12.75%
14.15%
8-10%

Delhi State
Rhodesia
W. Australia

Private architectural
firms (Ceylon)

8%

The low cost of running the S.W.B. should not be taken as an
indication that it is an economical Branch, but rather that it is
lacking in normal professional and technical staff commensurate
with the ,annual value of work it carries out.
Substantial savings can be made on the costs of the existing
standard plan (preliminary investigation indicates that this saving
will be over 10 per cent, that is, over Rs.2 million in 1966/67)
if the Branch had the time and staff for this development work.
The possible saving in costs would appear to more than justify the
immediate recruitment of staff to complete the establishment.
The main savings that might be expected in future will arise
from refinements of architectural design coupled with careful costSome suggestions for reductions in
ing of alternative solutions.
costs resulting from such studies are included in the paper. However the Ministry is not solely concerned with small buildings for
which standard plans can be developed: there is, as education in
Ceylon develops an increasing need for larger and more specialised
buildings. In 1967 alone, the design of the new Junior Universities,
the Junior Technical Schools, the College of Advanced Technology and
the College of rine Arts and Design have had to be undertaken and, if
the School Works Branch had been more adequately staffed, the many
problems arising from these projects might have been resolved
more easily.
In view of the urgent need for technologists in the School
Works Branch two suggestions are made:
i. That the establishment of the S,W.B. be increased as follows:
2244141§.
Head Office
Post

Head of School Works Branch
Architect
Assistant Architect
Structural/Civil Engineer
Civil Engineer (Costs & contracts)
Civil Engineers
Totals:

1

1
1
1

14
14

5
1.169.W
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This increase will raise the annual budget by about
Rs.20,000 and in the 1966/67 budget would have
resulted in savings. of over Rs.2
The reason for the large increase of 10 engineers in
the field is to ensure that contracts are correctly
carried out and to control and raise the standard
of maintenance.
ii. In view of the difficulties of recruiting an architect
and a cost expert in Ceylon it is suggested that
two, intermediate level architects from the Faculty
of Architecture, Colombo University, and one building technologist be selected for training overseas
and that in the interim period technical assistance
be sought from Unesco or some other agency for the
provision of an architect and a quantity surveyor
for a period of 36 man months.
In the field the financial control of school building depends
upon thorough supervision by those in charge.
The Regional and. District offices should be provided with basic
survey and drawing office equipment, which will allow site plans to
be more accurately prepared and schemes for alterations to lot- drawn. up,

As the. importation of private vehicles is severely restricted,
a government vehicle should be provided at each Regional Lad District
office to enable tl'e officers to move about the 'areas with greater
freedom. There is the suggestion that officers are somewhat loath
to Use their own cars because of the difficulty of obtaining replacements.
If this is the case, then the result is that supervision of
contracts will be cut to a minimum whereas there is the obvious need
for maximum control of building activities. Vehicles and equipment
could also be included in requests for assistance from international
agencies (U.N.,Colombo Plan etc.)

2.03 Standard Plans and Nildillggonstruction
The use of standard plans pre-supposes that they are an ideal
solution pedagogically and economically, to the school building
programme and that the'buildings are suitable for all climatic
conditions on the Island.
Innovations have been introduced recently, to bring down the
building cost, but there are still many aspects of constructional
design that should be investigated with a view to finding different
and cheaper methods of building.

-30Some of those items are:-

1. Foot
Except for the more recent drawings for the standard
single-storey classroom block, the footings are not in
keeping with present day practice. The depth of excavation and spread of the footing is generally excessive
and where the nature of the ground is such that these
conditions necessitate this type of foundatiOn, consideration should be given to the use of cheaper "pile
and beam" foundations.

2. Roof framing
A new form of roof .truss and roof framing should be
developed.
The present design requires long and heavy
sections of, timber both of which are becoming increasingly difficult to obtain. It should be possible in
conjuction with the Forest
Department, to produce a
roof framing that will reduce the timber content up
to 50% and require much smaller sections.

In this connection reference should be made to the
work of the. Timber Development Association of London,
who publish details of over 23 light-weight timber
roof trusses, many of which are suitable for schools.
Design for light-weight trusses have also been produced, inter plia, in Australia4lIndia, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Canada and Ghana. if
There is thus no difficulty in obtaining savings
from the redesio of roofs.
3.

A more general Use of reinforced concrete-framed
buildings should be made for two-storey buildings
and above.

4.

More use should be made of the better quality wirecut bricks that are available, as these will allow
thinner load bearing walls to be used and all walls
to be finished "fair-faced" thus dispensing with
the need to plaster.

5.

For two - storey buildings, room heights should be

reduced to 816" for ground floors, measured to the
underside of the beam, and 9'0" to soffites of cell-ings on second floors.
eNst.

1/

,eao.oF

..lorp*U4,6wJo.,.

Reference to many of the details mentioned may be made in
the ARISBR library, and to its Accession Lists.

A.

316.

The present specification for frames to the door and
windows require very heavy sections and new frame sizes
should be developed in conjunction with the Forest
Department.

Another uneconomical factor resulting from standard plans is
the use of different standard units of accommodation, a three- or
a five-classroom unit. It would appear to be normal practice to
add to a school without regard to its overall size or the proper
utilisation of the site. Consideration should be given whenever
possible, to extenqing existing buildings instead of constructing
new, separate unite, thus effecting small savings by utilising
portions of the existing structure. This will allow a more economical use of land in the areas where games spaces or gardens
are needed.
Figure 2, shows a school in which if a new unit is to be
built, either the volley-ball court will have to be used or additional land acquired. By filling in the spaces as indicated these
alternatives are avoided.

It would appear that the administrative convenience of using
a standard unit on all occasions - often it seems purely for prestige reasons - without considering the ultimate development of the
school or the possibility of altering and adapting existing buildings, can lead to additional expenditure being incurred.

As has already been suggested in Chapter 1, when considering
requests for new units of accommodation, a simple test based on
the minimum space required per pupil/place should be made. Any
school, which already has an amount of space sufficient for its
enrolment should be required to justify its request for additional
accommodation.

2.04 Tenaglinaalwaland ContractualMeth, ods
Normal procedures of advertising and calling for competitive
bids are followed, except that works costing up to Bs.25,000 can
be and often are, offered to Co-operative Societies and PT.A.1s
approved by the Ministry at a contract figure based' on the
Departmentgs estimated cost, without calling for competitive bids.
There seem to be no abnormal delays resulting from the standard
procedure of calling for tenders and submitting them for approval,
as all officers concerned are aware of the urgency. However an
increase of staff at the School Works Branch may well reduce. to
a minimum any administrative delays that do occur.
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CEYLON SECONDARY GENERAL SCHOOLS .

EXTENSIONS TO SCHOOLS FOR
BETTER SITE USE & REDUCED COST

err

EXTENDING BY ADDING TO
EXISTING UNITS

FIGURE

2
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EXTENDING

BY BUoLD1NG

NEW SEPARATE UNOTS

FIGURE

2A
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While the field work for this study was in progress, general
c,omwv,ts were made to the effect that many of the building contractors am unreliable, do not complete the work within the contract
time, or produce sub-standard work. It would seem that these
comment:3 are passed about all builders in all countries and although
sometimes they may be true, it is doubtful if they apply in every.
case.

A careful selection, of building contractors based on past
performance and known organisational abilities and financial
backing and the introduction of selective tendering will eliminate
the inexperienced or undesrable builder.

Experience overseas shows that the more capable building
contractors with large organisations are not usually interested
in tendering for comparatively small jobs as they cannot compete
with the smaller builder. To attract the larger and more capable
contractor, a form of contracting can be introduced, which offers
a number of small value contracts in a series, the total lealue of
which is sufficiently 'high to interest larger and better organised
builders.
Under this system the nudber of similar units of accommodation to be built within that year (say, winhin a particular
District) is made known and selected contractors are invited to
submit bids for a typical unit. The builder submitting the
lowest bid is given the opportunity of negotiating for a series
of units based on his original rates with a guaranteed mimimum
value. The rates in his original bid will form the basis for
future jobs, irrespective of location, variation in sites or of
larger or smaller volume of work. Of course this must be subject
to the Department's being satisfied with the arrangements and the
performance of the contract at all, times.
The actual cost of each unit may vary according to the amount
of site work required, but the schedule of rates for such sitevork will remain constant.
The advantages of serial contracting as the above-mentioned
procedure is called, apart from time-saving in preparing documents
for tendering is that the builder is encouraged by the incentive
of a large volume of work spread over a periods and pricing is
generally keener as he it1 better able to organise his men and
material. Furthermore, where new systems of construction are
introduced, the builder is less likely to load his prices as he
will become familiar with the new techniques as he progresoes
through the series.
4
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5 Schedule of Rates

The schedules of rates prepared and used by the school Works
Branch by and large is fair and provides for good quality work to
be carried out. The rates are slightly higher than those likely
to be obtained from buildinpr contractors in competition under
normal conditions, but nevertheless they form a sound. basis for
departmental estimating.
The shortage of sonic materials, particularly timber, is
tending to increas- the rates led e(-rre form of control such as
the issue of licences may be required in order to stabilise costs.
Also the shortage of materials can influence future maintenance
costs in that there is the temptation, to use substitute materials
of a lower standard and specification as in the case of aluminium
sheeting where mild, steel fastenings are used, leading to early
corrosion of the aluminium. As a general increase in costs is
almost inevitable, due to the rise in prices of materials and the
increase in labour charges, it is suggested that a fixed limit of
cost be imposed on the various units of accommodation, i.e. classroom blocks etc. The limit could be based on the 1964 average
cost.

This measure would require that any future increase in building rates, would have to be offset by savings achieved through
It is only when it is impossible to make
more economical design.
any further savings that an increasein the cost of the unit should
be sanctioned. There is thus a constant need to revise standard
plans and as has been mentioned above, the Sehopl Works Branch
will need a larger staff to undertake this continuing task.

As it is almost impossible to fix rates which are applicable in
all parts of, the Island, due to (say) variations of cartage costs in
hauling materials to the various siteal it is suggested that the
District offices concerned be given authority to adjust rates where
necessary or be given approved rates for use only in their particular
district.

The use of general average rates, although administratively
convenient, can give an unfair advantage to same localities and cause
delays in others, through negotiations with contractors to persuade
them to accept the Departmental rates. In some cases this may lead
to fresh tenders being called if the negotiations fail.
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2.06 Bills ofjat.1111
Generally the bills of quantities prepared by the School Works
Branch are commendably brief and adequate for the standard type of
building in use. However, where the contractor is asked to price
items which contain descriptions of alternative materials or construction, these should be given as separate alternative items one
of which can be priced and the other struc3 out. This will avoid
possible disputes as to that was intended by the contractor at the
time of tendering and what is actually supplied.
A spot check has been made on some of the measured quantities
in the bills which indicate that there is a consistent overmeasurement of upwards of 10% which represents a "hidden contingency fund."
Fortunately Ithe work is re-measured on the site and the contractor
is paid only` for work actually done, so that, in normal circumstances, it is unlikely that the contractor gains the benefit of
the overmeasurement. Nevertheless, this overmeasurement means that
funds are unnecessarily tied up until the accounts are finally
settled.

It must also be remembered that the Departmental estimates
carry a 10% loading for contingencies, and this in effect means
that some projects have a double contingent fund.
The more recent
bills of quantities do not contain this overmeasurement and it is
recommended that high priority be given to work on remeasuring all
standard bills.
2.07 Maintenance

Table I above shews clearly that the rate of increase of enrolment in Ceylon*s schools has rapidly decreased in recent years. This
is as it should be, for by now the majority of the children eligible
for education are receiving it and future increaee, in the school
population will occur only due to increases in the birth-rate and,
to the slow drawing into the educational system of those of compulsory nchool age who are not attending school.
This situation will become increasingly reflected in the school
building field. Fewer new buildings will be built and more and more
attention will focus on the (perhaps less exciting, but none the less
important) task of maintaining the Nation's stock of schools in a
state of good repair.

The budget for maintenance of schools should thus increase quite
sharply every year for.as the buildings age, they will require progressively more attention.
It is surprising to note in this context,
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vote for the previous year and this against an increase in
expenditure under the General Recurrent vote Head 4.
Yet every school visited daring the course of this study required
maintenance and in one or two cases, the state of repair was such as
to make it obvious that substantial rebuilding, would be needed in the
near future.
No clear pattern of maintenance expenditure per school calculated
on a per pupil place basis has emerged from the cost study. Indeed
details of expenditure on some of the schools were not readily available.
It would also appear that the general standard of maintenance
of the school building is relative to the drive and initiative of the
principal and/or the PTA or other, similar organisations.
So far as it can be established no triennial or quinquenniel maintenance inspection of school buildings is made by the School Works
Branch and much of the information of the general state of repair is
received through reports or requests by the principals or the circuit
inspectors.
It is considered essential, if there is to be a concerted effort
to maintain the buildings, that an inventory of the schools first be
made to show the condition of the buildings as well as the number of
teaching stations, classrooms, staff-room, toilets etc. This latter
information will be of great help when replacement or improvements
are considered.
It would be necessary for the School Works Branch
to make a survey of 20% of the schools each year, which is equivalent to a quinquenniel inspection.
Guide lines and schedules of priorities such as "emergency",
" essential", "desirable" can be drawn up to assist the inspecting
officers in classifying the work. On-the-spot estimates can be
made against each classification and in this way fairly reliable
annual estimates of maintenance expenditure can be established and,
in the light of funds available decisions made as to the classification of priorities in which work can be undertaken.
On completion of the initial survey, it should be possible to
produce for maintenance, improvereente ord replacements to the whole,
stock of buildings, life-tables which will allow programmes to be
developed in, the various categories of "emergency", "essential",
"desirable".
Grouping of maintenance items, which in turn can be put into
a priority category could be as follows:1. Major repairs caused by the age of the buildin
necessitating substantial renewal of the

2. Major repail-s caused by prolonged deterioration and
neglect, but where the fabric of the building has
otherwise anticipation of long life.

3. General repairs, such as .eenewal of damaged roofing,
leaking, gutters, broken sashes, doors etc.
4. Colour washing and minor repair to cracks in plaster,
reglazing, refixing hinges etc.
Opportunity is often taken in conjunction with maintenance items
to extend the existing building. Careful consideration must be given
to these cases, not only from the economic viewpoint of whether to
replace or repair the buildings, but also from the standpoint of
whether the school serves the entire population or not, and whether
the buildings are pedagogically suitable or not. Further, in all
instances when a decision is made on whether or not to repair or
replace a building, its expected life after repair must be
considered.
It is understood that colour washing has a very low priority.
This is a pity as some of the schools visited had an air of terrible
dilapidation which could have been relieved by merely the cost of
paint or colour wash. Further regular painting with light, reflec
tive colours internally of classrooms and externally of corrugated
asbestous roofs will add to the comfort of the pupils, the first by
raising the level of illumination and the second by reducing the
amount of heat passing through the roof.
It is also poseible that regular painting would reveal accumu
lated neglect caused through leaking flashing, rainwater pipes, etc.,
and damage to the fabric by planth growth as these repairs would be
dealt with at the time of repainting.

A suggestion might be to offer a grant for such painting,, the
Ministry contributing one rupee for every rupee collected from the
community and thus to make it possible for painting contractors to
be employed.
As far as new buildings are concerned, the specification,
selection of materials to be used, and the design and detailing all
influence maintenance costs and should be kept under constant review.
Those items which require constant maintenance should be investigated
and the specification or detail revised. For example, in many
schools visited the floor paving had broken up: this may be due,
among other things, to the inclusion of sand in the screed. It is
possible that a granoiithic topping consisting of fine granite or
metal" chippings and cement, without sand, would provide a harder
and longer lasting surface. The substitution, of brick paving with
a concrete slab properly laid with light reinforcement will also
assist in prolonging the life of the floor. The initial cost may
be higher, but the savings in maintenance will offset this.

Another example is the internal plastering, the specification
for which should be re-examined, and a harder wearing surface provided.
In one school visited almost 60% of the internal plastering
had to be re-done within two years of the school's being taken over
and at almost 100% of the initial cost.

Again the use of the face brickwork and quality wirecut brick,
although having a higher initial cost, will save the cost of plastering and of all future maintenance.

,

If reglazing windows presents a problem because of high cost
of material and, the difficulty in obtaining glass, then consideration should be given to the use of asbestos cement or plywood
panels, which can be painted white to reflect the light. These
panels can be easily and effectively used as louvre blades and it
should be possible to develop a new type of window sash which would
allow the use of this type of panel to act both as a shutter and a
sun-screen.

Defective work during the construction stage will also lead to
higher maintenance costa and it is essential therefore that all
construction work be closely and competently supervised.

2.08 Costs of new units of accommodation
Chapter 3 of this Report suggests ways in which it is possible
greatly to economise in the cost of new units of accommodation through
tigher planning and the exclusion of wasteful elements in the
standard plans. Adjusted standard plans have been prepared in the
Institute and the estimated costs of these new units of accommodation
have been based on the Department's Schedule of Rates for similar
work and a pro-rata rate taken for work not of a similar nature.

The schedule on the following page gives a comparison of costs
between the existing standard units and the adjusted units.
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TABLE V

COMPARATTVP COSTS OF EXISTING AND ADJUSTED
1'ITANDARD UNITS

Type of Unit
"'"°tetovidifeqvcoolera.v.r.

OW Cost
Rs.

44,40a4.0.,1

New Cost

Percentage

Rs.

Science Lnborptelm.
(single unit)

22,000

15,500

29.5

Work shun Un4t

23,000

19,450

15.2

Home flcienoe

(large unit 60 girl

29,466

s )

Home Ocience

24,000

9,000

52.5

Library and Reading Room

13,000

11,000

15.2

Classroom: single store(block of 10 bays, office
and store)

19,000

16,400

13.7

Classroom: 2-storey
(block of 8 rooms)

85,000

68,000
(Alternative A)

2000

Classroom: 2-storey
(block of 8 rooms)
New Standard Staff Unit

85,000

64,093
(Alternative B)
11,100

25.0

(small

20 girls)

New Standard Toilet Unit

6,530

New Multi-purpose unit (A)

45.,480

New Multi-purpose unit (B)

45;480

The costs and savnt?;s are indicative of what can be done.
Undelibtedly when workina drawings are prepared and detailed quantities
are taken off and priced there will be differences in cost, but these
differences should not be great. Also it may not be possible to introduce all of the changes of construction at one time. Nevertheless if
reduction in cost of the units is to be achieved in face of rising
building costs then some form of development work must be undertaken
and it is suggested that prototypes be first erected, the construction
of which should be closely supervised. The specification and detailing
can be checked and revised where it is found to be impracticable or
unsuitable.

Even if there are no changes of construction, made, there will be
savings if the new reduced areas are adopted.

19 Trends in costs

There are two main factors influencing future costst-

the inevitable rise in costs of materials and
labour;
(ii) the additional facilities required by an expanding
curriculum.
(i)

Present indications are that building costs are rising each year.
Up to a point this can be offset by continued development of new forms
of construction such as prefabricated components, better site organisation and more efficient use of labour; 'by the reduction in the
amount of materials used; and by increased production of materials.
If rising costs are to be contained in this manner then there
must 'be close and continued collaboration between the Department, the
building industry and the manufacturers. The work already undertaken
by the State Engineering Corporation, in the development of prefabricated units should be extended and further developed to a stage where
approved associations and building contractors are able to purchase
the components as stock items. Similarly, the Forests Department
and. the Small Industries Corporation could develop a light-weight,
roof truss and other joinery items which again could be bought as
stock items.
Selected building contractors might also be invited to participate
in development work, such as improvement in the quality of the concrete
work, so that advantage can 'be taken of higher stress gradings for the
design of reinforced concrete, with its consequent reduction of the
quantities of material used.

All this development work would need to be co-ordinated and a
long-term building programme established. It is recommended that the
Development Group already formed in the Department be given the required
professional and drafting staff and its terms of reference widened to
consider aspects of the design of all types of schools.
There is also a tendency for costs of the secondary school to
rise steeply with the addition of special units of accommodation.
The addition of a single standard laboratory unit to a school, .with an
enrolment of 400 for example, will raise the cost of the school by
Rs.52/ per pupil place. Moreover,there is as stated in Chapter 3,
a need to improve the amenities for staff and students, This too
will cause a rise in the cost per pupil place in the immediate
future and must be offset by more careful use of space, greater
utilization of existing buildings, and careful educational planning
in the provision of additional space and teaching units.
.
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buildings, to apply the concept of maximum cost per pupil place as
a yard-stick for future develonment of any school, it should not be
difficult to apply the concept of minimum space per pupil place.
As previously mentioned in Chapter, 1, a simple test to put to any
school requiring additional accormodetion mould he: "Has it more
or less space than the minimum requirements?" If the existing
space is greater than the minimum allowed, then the school must
seek to justify the extension.
2.10 Variations in xer l ace costs
Tn concluding this chapter, attention is once again drawn to
the evidence found, of the irrational allocation of buildings to
various schools, and to the waste that inevitably occurs.
It is well established that as the size of a school increases
so the area, and thus the cost per place, should reduce. A simple
example will serve to illustrate this fact in connection with a
secondary school as seen overleaf in Table VI.

There is a very clear reduction in area per place as the size
of the school increases.

TABLE VI

COST PER PLACE IN RELATION TO SIZE OF SCHOOL

New School

480 Vices

240.

72.9.1/2aPs

Headmaster's room,
office, staff room

Goo ft

no increase

Toilets

200 ft'

Add 150 ft

Laboratory

424 ft

2
2

Workshop

1365 ft

Home Science

1040 ft2

Library
Classrooms

700 tt

2

2800 ft2

Total

7129.

Area per place

29.5 ft

ft

2

ft2

add 100 ft

2

no increase

add 424 ft2

no increase

no increase

no increase

no increase

no increase

no increase

add 2800 ft2

add 2800 ft2

14079

ftc.

2

21.0 ft

/41403 ft

20.0 ft

2
2
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Further evidence on this' point may be cited. ,In a recent preparatory study. of Junior Technical Schools for Ceylon it was found
that:

for a school of 120 places the cost per place was Rs. 2500
for a school of 270 places the cost per place was Rs. 1500
for a school of 520 places the cost per place was Rs. 1300

The law is one of diminishing returns as is shown in Figure 3.
But studies of the schools visited in the various regions of Ceylon
show that the area per place in relation to enrolment does not show.
a saving as the number of pupil places grows. Figure 3 illustrates
this dramatically. Schools numbers 11 and 4 in the figure have
far more space than they need. Figure 4 shows this data translated
in terms of costs. Schools, 10, 11 and 4 have
obviously been not
controlled in their building work in the same way as School 1,
which approaches reasonable economy in its total costa.
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STANDARD

PLANS

3.01 General

Ceylon is more fortunate in the number and quality of its school
buildings than many of Unesco's other Asian Member States. Some 90%
of the children of primary school, age are receiving education in
buildings the majority of which are constructed, of bricks, timber
and concrete with clay-tiled or asbestos roofs. Much of the new
building that is at present needed is thus in connection with the
expanding programme of secondary education - new classrooms, science
home economics rooms and the like.
laboratories, workshop
Even at secondary level there is a substantial stock of clast.00m
accommodation and it is clear that future building will, in, the main,
take the form of additions to existing schools. What is important
then, i6 to check on the suitability of present standard plans for
this purpose and, if necessary, to adjust them in such a way as to
make them cheaper mad more easy to adapt for future needs. At the
same time, it is important wherever possible, to improve amenity
through consideration of the requirements of students and teachers
and of the educational programme. There must, moreover, be improved
standards of staff accommodation, better provision of toilet facilities, and higher standards of thermal comfort and illumination.
Standards must be raised and the present position consolidated.

These aims are not, as is shown below, incompatible with a
general reduction of costs. They can be achieved through careful
design, through planning and through greater exploitation of the
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properties of local building materials already commonly in use.
This involves:1) Tailoring the needs of the school to the requirements
of the curriculum and the anticipated enrolment:
this will ensure that only the minimum number of
teaching stations are provided.
11) Reducing, where possible, the area per pupil
in the various teaching stations.

place

Iii) Skilfully planning the arrangements of the teaching
spaces to limit the amount of circulation area
iv) The use of up-to-date building techniques and constructional developments.
(The constructional
design of some of the units has remained unchanged
since the turn, of the century.)

v) Sensible selection of materials and the avoidance of
high cost materials or "features" which add nothing
to the quality or efficienw of the buildings.
From the above it will be seen that there must be close collaboration
between the educational planner, the architect, and the quantity
surveyor, if real reductions in cost and improvements in design are
to be achieved.

A study of present standard plans and of school buildings in
several of the fourteen regions suggests two main avenues of approach
to the problem of improving amenity and reduced per place cost.
They are:1) Re-design of the main buildings for which standard
plans are at present available.
ii) The design of a new multi-purpose unit to overcome
the educational difficulties and high costs inherent in the construction of separate, isolated
units when adding to an existing school.

Although this report contains suggestions for amendments to
standard plans, it is recommended most strongly, that when trained
architects and qua" City surveyors become available, the Ministry
form a permanent Development Group comprising an educationist,
architect, quantity surveyor and a supporting staff with a view to
creating opportunities for a continuing dialogue between educa'tionists and designers, the results of which will take the form
of new prototype schools to meet the changing patterns of education in Ceylon.

.02 Study of current standayd ast
The difficulties with existing science laboratories, workshops, home economics units, library, toilets and single and
double-storey teaching blocks is that they differ in cross-section
and cannot therefore be joined one to the other. This means that
in practice each unit is built quite separately on the school site.
Water supply connections and electrical connections where provided
become extended and expensive. Moreover, no advantage can be taken
of common party walls, foundations and the like (Figure 5) *
,

The first step is thus to examine the possibility of, modulating the standard plans so that they can fit together.
,

Examination of the present units indicates, also, that there
is a considerable waste of space in the planning arrangements. If
laboratory and, workshop and home economics units are'all reduced in
size, then not only is there a substantial saving in cost but a
very real improvement in educational amenity. The two-storey
teaching block contains 69.5% of useful teaching space, the rest
of its covered area consisting of covered way and staircases. It
is impossible to re-design this block to raise the teaching area
to 80% of the gross covered area and to achieve consequent
reductions in the cost per place.
Thir section is therefore devoted to a study of existing units
and offers fresh ideas on design. Background material on the body
sizes of Ceylor children (on which the sizes of spaces depends)
and on thermal comfort are given as annexures to the report
(Annexures IV kV).
It is worth mentioning, at this stage, that, durinc 1967, the
Institute is preparing a resource book of plans for science laboratories, home science units, workshops and agricultural, teaching
spaces, with the assistance of a series of eminent consultants in
these fields. The comments and suggestions that follow may thus
be the subject of some modification in the ensuing months, although
the work of the consultants will be on the design of wilts for the
region as a whole, rather than for Ceylon in particular.

A) Science Laborgaa
i) Function
The function of the standard, single laboratory is
to provide faeilities for teaching Chemistry, Physics
and Biology T/ to students preparing for examinations
in these suleiects at q) and tikt level. As furnished
ww.00P4W

1100*...

7/ Agricultural science would appear, from study of the syllabus to
acquire a separate laboratory.

CO
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at present, the laboratory would accommodate a maximum
In the six
of 30 students undertaking 101 level work.
schools studied, the mean occupancy of laboratories
was 27 with a range of from 13 to 34 students.
iiY The Standard Plan
The single science laboratory with store and verandah
is the most recent of a series of laboratories that have been
developed in the Ministry.
It is noteworthy that the trend
in each successive deli 'n has been towards a reduction in
size both of storage area and of teaching accommodation.
The present laboratory (Figure 6) has an internal area of
725 sq.ft., the store is 81 so.ft. and the verandah
.200 sq,ft.
The nett teaching area per place is as follows:Occupied by 13 students
"
sr

"

p7
34

The gross area per, place

Occunied by 13 students
"
27
u

u

...

rr

56 sq.ft.
27
tt
rr

21

"

"

as follows:...

81,5 sq.ft.
It

11

Of the gross covered area of 1006 sq.ft., only 68.5%
is useful teaching space.
As far as thermal comfort is concerned the front benches
and the teachee demonstration bench are not well located as
cross-ventilation is partially obstructed by the store which
is at the side, rather than at the end of the laboratory. In
section, the windows are 410" high at cill level and the
effect of this on ventilation is shown in. Figure 7. The
louvred openings, already too high in relation to the
standing height of the Ceylon child, have the effect of
directing the flow of incoming air still higher towards the
ceiling. No low-levei ventilators are included so that cooling through "stack effect" in areas where breezes do not
occur, is impossible.
Illumiaation levels were not systematically plotted in
the schools visited but from the few readings taken it is
clear that they will be low in the centre of the room and
on that side of the room adjoining the verandah. An illumination curve of ,,he type shown in Figure 8 may be anticipated and, on an overcast day, it is unlikely that the level
on the benches would exceed 7 and 8 lumens per sq.ft, 10
lumens per sq.ft is regarded as an absolute minimum standard.
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CEYLON SECONDARY GENERAL SCHOOLS
CURRENT STANDARD PLAN FOR

SCIENCE LABORATORY
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-55Structurally the standard plan is needlessly complex.
The columns in the teaching space are not required if a
simple littht-weight timber roof truss is used to carry the
roof load of either clay tile.s or asbestos sheets over a
span of 25 sn.ft. The double, lean-to type roof causes
awkward junctions with walls that are difficult to waterproof and several of the laboratories visited were found
to leak in rainy weather du( to failures at these junctions.
Finally, the location of island benches in the middle
of the floor needlessly poses problems of distribution of
water, gas and electricity oupply and drainage. Underfloor ducting is necessary and this not only expensive but
can be inconvenient for cleaning of channels and maintenance
of ,service connections.

iii) addllatmILto thes.tzi(Lare.ljaarl, (see Plates 1 & 2)

The trend towards smaller laboratories mentioned above
is continued in this suggested adjustment to the standard
This plan has been compactly arranged advisedly and
plan.
for the following reasons:
a) The present laboratory is, and will be for sometime to come, far too large for schools in remote
areas with small science populations.
b) In urban areas and in other places where science
teaching is rapidly developing, there is a need
to provide separate laboratory apace for the
three sciences, chemistry, physics, and biology
and/or separate spaces for
level and tiO
level classes.

Clearly the larger and more expensive the standard
laboratory, the greater will be the diffieulty in finding
money to bring about these building'developments. There
is thus a strong case for the design of a very compact
laboratory unit which will be suitable for the smaller
teaching groups of the rural areas and cheap enough to
add to existing laboratory accommodation in the urban
areas where there is the need for more than one unit in
a particular school.
The following adjustments will improve the standard
clan from a functional view point (and also reduce its
cost - see Section 2.O8 on costs) :a) Reduction in area

of teaching space to 424 sq.ft.
givi7R".77q.ft. per place for an IA' level
class of 16 students and 14.2 sq.ft. per place

CEYLON SECONDARY

GENERAL SCHOOLS
SCIENCE LABORATORY
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FIGURE 9

for an '0' level of 30 students (see Figure 9) the arrangements suggested will provide
for six students per wall island bench and six at the wall bench for '0' level work
and four students per island bench for 'A' level work. The anthropometric data
in Annexure IV indicates a bench spacing of 3'0" to be very adequate.

Benches are 7' 6' long giving a length per place of 2'6" for '0' level students and
3'9" for 'A' level. Sin-plfficution of construction is achieved by the use of a normal
pitched roof spanning 20'`On without internal columns and without awkward wall
junctions.

(b) Improvement of thermal comfort
Cill levels, should be lowered to bench-top height and honeycomb brick or block-work
should be built dos?, to floor level to induce stack-effect ventilation in areas where
breeze is :educed due to external obstructions. Side-hung windows are suggested
to avoid the upward deflection of breeze blowing through the building.

(c) Improvement of illumination

This occurs because of the reduction in the width of the building, lowering of cull
levels, and the location of benches Qlose to the windows instead of in the centre
of the laboratory.

(d) Simplification of service is possible due to location of sinks on external walls with
direct disposal to external, open channels. Power, gas and water can also be run
along the inside of external walls, with good access for repair and adjustment.

The adjusted plan is shown in Plates 1 & 2.

(e) Addition to existing units

The
The standard single-storey classroom block has a span of 20'0" (c/c-9-/ of piers).
proposed new science room has been arranged to be a similar width. When a new
laboratory is required it can thus be either constructed inside an existing classroom
or added to the end of an existing block. This will avoid the very considerable

expense of constructing a separate building, the cost of long pipe runs and the
inconvenience of moving a class of children across the site to the laboratory in
inclement weather.

c/c = Measured from centre to centre

an view of adjusted Science laboratories

View of adjusted Science laboratory
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Works .2

Upt4

i)

The functisn of the standard, double workshop unit is
to proviCie fac:Uities for teaching workshop crafts
of a varying nature, depending on the school and
its location. The crafts include woodwork, weavine,
ceramics and, metal work.
In many cases the combination observed was woodwork in on shop and ceramics
with weaving in the other. Occasionally metalwork
and woodwork arc also combined.

A single workshop could provide space for either ten
double woodwork or metalwork benches (20 student),
or fP-r, looms and ancillary equipment, or pottery
wheels and tables and kiln.
Most workshops visited were not furnished to capacity
and there appeared to be much unused space.
ii) rYay
The
Plan
we.* xueStandard
1.
The workshop unit comprises two workshops/ each 35'3"
x 19'3" between which are two "stores" each 11'3"
:K
9'3" (Figure 10).
In every unit visited, the
stores were used as teachers' rooms and materials
that should have been in the store were kept on
the floor of the workshop.

Analysis of the unit is as follows:Total area of workshop space
( in 2 shops)
Nett teaching area per place
(assuming 4o places - 20
in each shop)
Total area of workshcps and
stores (83'3" x 19'3")
Gross area per student place
()40 students)

w. 1350

=

sq.ft.

34.0 .sq.ft.

se 1603
1Yo.6

sq,ft.

sq.ft.

Thus, of the total covered area some
83% is useful teaching space and
17% is storac.

As far as thermal comfort in the workshops is Concerned
there were many coninlaints made in the schools visited.
Improved cross ventilation will resolve this difficulty.
At present, as is the case in science laboratories, ciii
heights ass such that any breeze entering the building
will flow across at head level or hirther. "Stack-effect"
cooling is impossible due to the absence of low-level
air inlets.

Mho_

CEYLON SECONDARY GENERAL SCHOOLS
CURRENT STANDARD PLAN FOR
'WORKSHOPS
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STORE

WORKSHOP

STORE

-

Illumination oodld be improved through raintinp with light
colours. The rusted wir6 %t the window openings, coupled
with the dark colour of the ageinp asbestos ceiling, gives
verx low internal reflectance.
The share of the workshors - rather 3ong and tunnel like
is not efficient from the virwroint of either students
or teacher. Construction of association charts for
movement within the shoes indicates that students
farthest from the store will waste far more of their
own time and that of the teacher in one period than
those closer to the front of the shop.
Finally the stores themselves are too large and, as far as
woodwork or metalwork are concerned, it is not possible
easily to manoeuvre a long length of steel or timber in
through the door.

iii) Adjustments to the Standard Plan

The following adjustments to the standard plan (Figure 11)
will improve it from a functional view-point (and also
reduce its cost - see Section 2.08 on costs): a) CIYARKt-RK

she

Association chart studies show clearly that a shape
approaching a square is not suitable for workshops.
The revised washop plan is thus 25'6" wide
(c/c piers) and the overall length of 'one shop and
store is 26'8" (c/c walls).
Double benches with vices at opposite ends are not
economical of space and the revised plan incorporates 5 benches, square in shape and with vices
on alternate corners. This provides for 20 student
places.
The two workshops are not divided by a wall as this
would serve no useful purpose. The space created
by omitting the wall is useful and allows more
flexibility in planning activities within the
shop. (Plate 34) agd (elate 3b)
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(b) Reduction in area
The revised workshop plan provides the following accommodation
((Figures in brackets give equivalent data for the existing standard plan).

Total area of workshop space in 2 shops

1250 sq. ft, (13f0)

Nett teaching area per place assuming 40 places
(20 in each shop)

31.2 sq. ft. ( 34)

Total area of workshops and stores

1365 sq. ft. (1625)

Gross area per student place

34,4 sq. rt. (3C.5)

Thus of the total covered area, some 91.5% (83 %) is useful teaching space and 8.5;)
storage.

is

The total saving in area is 269 sq. ft. (16%)
Anthropometric studies coupled with experience in this matter, indicate that 4'6" x. 4'6"
benches with 3'0" clear spaces between, provide adequate facilities for woodwork
and metalwork for secondary general school curricula.
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Plate 3b

View of adjusted workshop

(c) Improvement of thermal comfort

The increased span has the effect of raising the general level of the middle of the roof
and of reducing the possibility of warming from the underside by re-radiation.
Stack ventilation provided through low-level openings will also improve thermal
comfort conditions, especially in locations where free flow of breeze through windows
is unlikely, due to obstruction caused by adjacent buildings and trees.

Lowered cill levels will ensure that, where breezes can blow through t!
effect will be felt by the occupants.

v-Drkshop, the

(d) Illumination

Although the building is greater in width than the standard workshop, illumination
levels on the benches will not be lowered as they are located around the walls of the
shop. What is important however is regularly to maintain white or very light
colour washes to the surfaces of the walls and underside of the roof in the building.

-65C) Home-Science Block

i) FUnctin
The function of the standards home-science block (Figure 12)
is to provide facilities for teaching nutrition, textiles,
household management and child development to groups of
20 girls.
The standard home-science block plan and one recently constructed unit have been studied, together with a number
of ad-hoc units located in rooms intended for use as
clasarooms.
ii) The

The standard plan comprises one space with internal dimensions 30'0;' x 3510. This snare is sub-divided by cupboards into three areas marked as laundry, ironing and
sewing, work kitchen and fiick room. The cupboards appear
to provide adequate storage space and there is no separate
store.
Although the span of the roof is only 30'9", three
steel stanchions are located in the middle of the block,
presumably to assist in providing sunrort.
Analysis of the unit is as follows:Total area
= 1200 sq.ft
Area per place (20 'laces) =
60 se.ft
There in, in addition, 360 se.ft. of uncovered terrace for
dryinq laundry.
It is of some interest to examine the layout of the homescience block in relation to the functions it is required
to rerform.
For teaching all sections of the home-science syllabus., it
is necessary to provide a small laboratory facility.
Laboratory experiments form a substantial section of the
work to be done. No facility for' this purpose is available in the standard block.

The Cultural Aspects of Food Preparation and the Household
Management Sections of the syllabus both require an area
in which to arrange furniture. and to select and prepare
material for dining. No adequate space is provided in
the standard block for this purpose. The standard building is thermally uncomfortable as most of the cupboards
have been arranged across the room thus effectively
blocking through ventilation.
As in the science laboratdry, construction has been needlessly complicated by the placing of steel stanchions in
the middle of the floor to support a roof, the span of
which is only 30'9".
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a) Clearly in teaching home science, the building, its
furniture and fittings should bc such as to form
a good visual aid for the teacher.
From this viewpoint, the design and detailing of a home science
unit should receive very special attention.
In some
countries the home-science unit is built as a house
slightly modified to facilitate teaching but presenting the children with an opportunity to pract:Lce
the various sections of the syllabus in "live"
surroundings. This, however, is an expensive solution to the problem and not wholly satisfactory as
rooms of domestic scale and character are not always
useful for teaching.
It is recommended for Ceylon
that the home-science unit be designed to be integrated
with the normal teaching accommodation and, through
careful design and detailing, that the spaces be
arranged to simulate domestic Conditions whilst
at the same time providing those special facilities
that are needed for teaching.
b) Two revised home-science units are suggested (Figure 13)
the first for use in a well-developed urban school
having several home science teaching groups at both
'01 and 'A' level.
The second plan is suggested for rural schools and is
much simpler and cheaper than the current standard plan.
It would be suitable for the smaller teaching groups
that are found in such situations.

Analysis of the larger unit is as follows:
Total are ,e
Area per place

.

.

1487 nat.
25, sq.ft. (3 simultaneous classes
of 20 each)

The second and smaller unit will house a, total of 20 girls
and provides the facilities of the larger unit but on a
smaller scale.
Total area
Area per place

WIAITAILADA

-

720 sq.ft.
36 se. ft.

Reading Room

Function
The functior of this unit (Figure 14) is to house book preparation, reading, reference and lending facilities for the
school's library.
Classes may visit it formally from-time
to-time to learn how to use the facilities provided. The Size
of a library depends on the number of readers.
The unit of

ti

Plate 4

Plan view of adjusted home-science unit
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Plate 5

View of adjusted home-science unit

39 0" x 2C' 0" would probably hold nearly 7000 books and would seat about 30'
readers. Normally, reading places are provided for 7% of the children in the
school and in this case the library would satisfactorily serve a school population of
about 430 students.

It may be that in some areas the library will have community use and if this is so
there is, perhaps, an advantage in designing it as an independent unit. Apart
from possible cheapening of the construction (mentioned elsewhere) the only change
recommended to the present design is the incorporation of built-in shelving to stan-

dard 3'0" bay sizes as part of the building contract, and the provision of a work
space to receive, unpack and prepare books fc r the shelves.

3.03 Study of Current Standard Plans for Classroom Accommodation.

The standard plans for classroom accommodation fall into two groups :
(a) Single-storey, hall-type blocks varying in length from 4 to 14 bays.

(b) Multi-storey classrooms blocks of two or three stories with from 6 to 18
classrooms.

The drawings provided in the Institute in connection NN ith this study were :
1111111,

Drawing No. Date

Accommodation

Classroom Size ft.

SINGLE-STOREY
424

1955

4

classrooms

20'0" x 20'0"

426

1955

3

classrooms

20'

427

1955

2

classrooms

20'0" x 20'0"

430

1955

2

classrooms, 1 store, 1 office

20'0" x 20'0"

656

1963

4

classrooms

24' G"

657

1963

6

classrooms

24'0" x 16'0''

661

1963

5

classrooms or assembly hall
and stage, 2 dressing rooms
(designed as an assembly hall)

30'G' x 16'0'

684

1966

6

classrooms, 2 stores (prestressed
concrete, prefabricated panels)

20' 0" x 20' Ga

x 2010"

x 20' 0"

7; -
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Drawing No.

Date

Accommodation

Classroom Size ft.

DOUBLE-STOREY
538
642

649

653

2410"
2410"

x
x

2010"
2010"

2410"
20'0"

x
x

20'0"
1210"

20'0"

x

2010"

1965 12 classrooms, 2 stairs
1965 10 classrooms

20'0"
24'0"

x
x

2010"
20'0"

1966 18 classrooms, 1 stair

2410"

x

2010"

6 classrooms, 1 stair
7 classrooms, science laboratory, workshop, hall,
stair
1
1963 4 classrooms
.4 classrooms
1 hall, 1 stair
1963 16 classrooms, 4 science
laboratories, 2 stairs,
1959
1963

14 stores

689
691

THREE-STOREY
699

The list itself raises several points of interest. Firstly, although the single-storey blocks are all of the same basic design, it
has been necessary to provide separate drawings for 'what are essentially
shorter or longer blocks. There is no indication tiat a 3-classroom
block can be extended to 6 classrooms by the addition of another 3
bays of construction. This has encouraged the building of separate
blocks at greater expense than would have been necessary had there
been one drawing with the number of bays actually to have been built
left to a decision by the regional building authority:
Secondly, in the 11 year period from 1955 - 1966, the pressures
of land use have evidently been such as to require successively onef
two and finally three storied buildings to be designed. These pressures will continue as populations increase and in 1977 it can be
confidently predicted that Ceylon will be building four- and fivestorey schools. There is a need, therefore, to consider expansion
not only horizontally but vertically and it would be wise to arrange
for present two-storied buildings to be designed to carry the one or
two extra stories that may become necessary during the next decade.

3.04 Stud of the a.....z.......aus_st.ste.aclaj41pipapat927ez jaLaps
The single-storey standard building is probably as simple a
building as could be conceived. It comprises a long, undivided
hall into which fit freely as many classes as can be conveniently
seated. The accommodation thus possesses a degree of flexibility
Smaller
not found in classrooms with rigid, permanent division walls.
or larger groups can be accommodated simply by adjustments of furniture - chairs, desks and chalkboards.

-73

From the viewpoint of the educationist the hail has many
inherent disadvantages.
Except for the end class spaces there is
no wall 1pace for inning un visual aids. The building is not
secure and teaching material could:hardly be left out without risk
of demage from weather or loss by theft.
Absence of division walls
causee visual distraction during teaching periods as children can
see edi4acent eromp s and moreover as several teachers talk at one
time, noise becomes s. real problem.
Ct is evident that the hall
creates no sense of pride in a class for its classroom. Furniture
is frequently moved and becomes more rapidly damaged than would
normally be the case in a closed teaching space.
These are serious disadvantages, and yet it is difficult not
to observe that despite them, generations of children have received
their edUcation in open hall schools and the quality of education,
judged by the results, seems high, compared with that in other
countries.

To remedy the situation by advocating abandonment of the open
hall pattern would be to recommend an increase in cost far beyond
the present means of the country. What can be done however, is
to suggest an adjustment which, whilst not a final solution to the
problem, will greatly improve the situation in future buildings
and which can, moreover, be applied to existing schools.
The adjustment is in the form of the provision of one cupboard and one chalkboard to each class. (Plate 6)
By linking two cupboards with a chalkboard, a division wall 1440"
long can be created,
Soft board applied to the back of each cupboard will provide pin-up space for a small quantity, of visual aid
material and other teaching material can be locked in the cupboard
facing outwards. The cost of this would be very small.
In fact
the use of this division will result in a small saving in future
for easels will no longer be required aad the number of chalkboards
will be halved. Classes are already provided with chalkboards and
many with cupboards. All that is required is a little carpentry
work to link them together. The main space still remains flexible
as the partition units can easily be moved.
3.05 Stud

of the current two-stotsLala

The basic, two-storey plan comprises a 2010" classroom with 8'
4 1/2" verandah outside on both ground and first floors. The
function of the verandah is to provide for movement to and from
the classroom between teaching periods.
it is thus infrequently
used; yet it comprises 30.5% of the area of the building. In the

yi4
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Division unit for hall schools using standard furniture

1965 Standard Plan 689, the total area of circulation space is 1000 sq. ft., enough covered

area to have provided a further two large, and one small, classroom or to provide a
principal's office, staff room, general office and staff toilets.

It is of course inevitable that circulation space be provided in all two-storey construction but rarely need this exceed 20 (,'" of the gross area of the building.

The second point arises in connection with the sizes of classrooms. These vary
in the plans from 400 sq. ft. to 480 sq. ft. The width of 20'0" is satisfactory but with a
length of 20'0" it is only possible reasonably to accommodate some 24 students. With a
length of 2i`0" 42 places can be provided comfortably. (Figure 15) The ten-feet and
12 ft. bay sizes commonly used are rather too large to allow of flexibility. A smaller bay
size of nine feet would still allow of 24 places in a two-bay class and three bays would
seat 42 students. Nine-foot bays have the added advantage of reducing the size of structural elements in roof, walls. floors and foundations.
A further difficulty associated with the wide verandah used ill the standard plan, is
that of illumination. A 9'0" projecting verandah on one side of a class effectively reduces
the natural lighting on that side to a very low level such, in fact, that part of the room is
quite dark. A reduced width of verandah would improve this situation.

Again with two storey buildings, no provision is made to add to existing blocks
either vertically or horizontally. The result is a proliferation of individual blocks on one
site with a consequent reduction of area for games and future building and all the attendant
inconvenience in moving from one block to another.

It is encouraging to observe in one or two schools that science laboratories have
been brought into the main block but it is understood this is a fairly rare occurrence.

3.06 Adjustments to the two-storey standard plans.

Two adjustments can be made to the design of double-storey schools to reduce
the cost and improve amenity. These are: first, a straight-forward reduction in area of
construction of the existing standard plans; and secondly, the design of new buildings
incorporating not only classrooms, but also the other teaching spaces, now separately
housed in individual units of construction.

Economies and existing plans

The number of economies that can be achieved through re-arrangement of
existing plass is limited only by the imagination of designers. However two
examples of the ways in which space can be saved and cost reduced are given
here. They all involve the production of drawings for a single block of 4.
classrooms. (Figures 16, 17, 18 & 19.) If 8, 12 or 16 classrooms are needed
in an actual situation then the standard block is simply multiplied as required.
In Solution A, the width of corridor is reduced 5' 0" and occupies only 20' 0"
in length. The staircase is under cover. In the Solution B, the 5' 0" corridors
are reduced in length and the staircase is external. A comparison of the two
solutions and of the standard plan solution is given below in Table VII.

TABLE VII: COMPARISON OF AREAS OF EXISTING AND ADJUSTED PLANS
FCR TWO-STOREY BUILDINGS
(4 classrooms)

Area of Circulation

% age of Circulation

Unit

Gross Area

Standard Unit

2480

760

30.5

Alternative A

2243

443

19.6

Alternative B

2112

412

19.5
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Plate 7

Plan view, ground floor, two-storey adjusted design, alternative A
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-79The existing standard plan will comfortably seat in the area
given in Table VII a total of 96 secondary school students
in four classes of 24 each.
The adjusted plans, both
alternative A & B, will seat 132 students in two classes
of24 each and two classes of +2 each (see seating arrangements in Figures 16 to 19 and Plates 7 & 8)
.

ii) .TIMrovemP,I; of.0471enilL

The existing plans do not provide for windows and full length
doors and this, as has already been mentioned above, is a
serious inconvenience. The adjusted plans allow for windows
which act as sun screens, as well as for doors, thus greatly
raising the amenity of teaching spaces. The savings in area
and construction suggested enable the new plans to be built
at a cost of 1 s.9,000 lesg. than the standard plans (per 4
classrooms) and this figure has been calculated using the
Department's own cost data.
iii) Expansion
If more than 4 classrooms are required, then the unit can
be repeated, joining on successive units as the need for
classrooms arises. However, the unit has been costed
to include a concrete frame and it would, be possible
for an extension upwards to three or four storeys to be
built provided this was borne in mind during calculation of the frame sizes.
When a two-storey school is constructed in an urban area
or units are added, especially where the cost of land
is high provision should be made in initial construction
for the possible extension of the building vertically
to several stories, even if suchan expansion is not
envisaged in the original plan.
3.07 The need for new units

An overall look at Ceylon9s schools suggests that they have
been developed piece-meal, by adding new units to existing schools
to met the increasing year-by-year demands for more places.
This, when resources have carefully to be husbanded, is an
inevitable, and indeed sensible, method of providing facilities
However, the danger is
for a rapidly growing scLool population.
that in the clamour for more classrooms, laboratories and workshens,
certain other essential elements of accommodation will, be, if not
altogether forgotten, at least relegated to a lower level in the
list of building priorities.

Now that the vantum of new building required for Ceylon s
schools is reducing (see Chapter 1). a higher proportion of the
budget might not only be spent on maintenance (see Chapter 2) but
also on improving the facilities for teaching staff and on health
education through provision of better toilet facilities.
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3.08 A new staff unit

At second-levea, where students are being prepared for 101 level
examinations and for university entrance, the need for prover facilities for prerarin lessons and marXinp work
very real. Ad-hoc
staff rooms in snre in4;,ended for storage, in stage dressing-rooms
and classrooms, are not adequate.
What is now needed is a "standard"
nlan for a small statf
This shollld lor::? of 2010" standard titan
so thnt it can be added readily to or incorporated with, art existing
standard unit - rt classroom block.seience laboratory or library.

CEYLON SECONDARY GENERAL SCHOOLS
NEW STANDARD STAFF UNIT
'.442=="41`Z.:Z=Ztrirr.4."
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W... No..
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20ft, span
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3.09 NewtoilqAn
One of the most
cost and mmenity, of
nature of the toilet
this was confined to
occasionaly a urinal
available.

unsatisfactory aspects, from the view-noint of
many of the schools visited was the fragmentary
accommodation provided. Indeed, in most schools
a few quite separate sinple closets and
No facilities for washint7 hands were
unit.

-85
The eost of separate units of construction, whether they be
teach::Jog blocks or toilets is as has been already mentioned, always
grpater than the cost of a combined unit. The cost of water services
for such separate units io also formidable and leads more often than
net, to failure to sunply nipcd 'water.
There is thus a very strong case to be made for a standard plan
for combined toilet accommodation - closets, urinals and hand-washing
facii4cies for both sexes for a school of say 400 children. This can
Such a plan is shown in Figure 21.
be pxcellerl for larger schools.
Ti this connection (and the same may be said of science laboratories) it is surprising to see no use being made of rain water in
To prevent contamination wells have to be dug at a consiCeylon.
derable distance from the tesehing or toilet unit where water is
needed, end the children have to carry water in buckets. This menns
they carry the minimum nossible and,.for toilet use, often none at all.
Yet, for some neriods of the year there is heavy rainfall Which
coul3 easily be collected in concrete or metal storage tanks
adjaconb to the mace where water is renuired, Even a brick or
store tank, backed with nuddled clay will, hold water and would
be innensive to corstruct. The many hilly sites on which schools
are 'built lend themselves readily to collection of water in "cut
and 17411" tanks.
Such tarke eaeld well, form Shramadana projects
or projects built by assistance from Parent-Teacher Associations.
MuJti-nilrmse
Unit
3 * 10 New 0,0W
4,4401:0 t
VIVA,

One of the observed trends in most of the secondary schools
visited and referred to in Chapter 1 of this report was the tendency for larger teaching groups to be divided for optional
subjects.
The trend is more noticable at /A1 than at 101 level
but it exists and will develop.
If there are to be teaching groups of as few as 5, 10 or 15
studeete, then space will be wasted if they occupy rooms designed
for larger teaching groups; but when extensions are required to
existing accommodation purely as a result of this tendency to
divide up classes into elective subjects-prours, then at present,
then the only current recourse is to standard plans for buildings
incorporating large teaching spaces.
What is now needed is a
standard plan incorporating a series of smaller cells to meet the
new needs.
This building might include one or two larger rooms,
or a science unit, library or home economics unit; it could with
ease contain the staff accommodation mentioned above.

Suestions for such a building is outlined in figures
22 & 23.
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ennexure

CALCULATION OF TEACHING SPACE REQUIREMENTS IN RELATION TO THE
CURRICULUM FOR A SECON6ARf,GENERALF,CHOOL OF

Attached Chart I gives an analysis of the space utilization
of
secondary school with four grades, Grades IX, X, XI and XII. It is a
type of comprehensive secondary general school with
a very broad
curriculum, enabling the children to follow courses, in arts, science,
agriculture, crafts, commerce and home science. As the groups studying commerce, crafts or home science would necessarily
be small in
proportIon to total enrolment, separate classes are not formed for
them. There is a combination of classes, cutting
across class units,
and reorganization of groups, where necessary, to bring
about economy
of space and teaching staff.

The school is situated in a rural area where there are no other
secondary educational institutions so that although the numbers are
small, a broad curriculum has to be provided. The children
come to
school from a radius of about six miles and
are drawn from a number
of primary schools in districts which form one second-level education
zone. The school gives preference in admission to the
children of the
zone. Vacancies which remain after all the children
of the zone are
admitted, are offered to children of other zones.
.

According to the population projection of the zone, and the
projected number of children in Grade VIII who are likely to seek
admission to this general secondary school, it
was estimated at the
time of its establishment that a school whose design
capacity would,
be about 560 pupils (16 classes with
a average enrolment of 35 in
each) would meet the requirements of the zone for about 10
years.
The school opened with 150 children in Grades IX and X (admission to Grade X from other zones). The buildings calculated
to
be necessary for the first 3 years were built before the school opened
and the other buildings were ready in due course.
Chart I shows the increase in enrolment, broadening
of curriculum and corresponding provision of building.
It will be seen from
this chart that in 10 years the school has already reached
the matiw
mum' design accommodation and that some classes
are really overcrowded.
Additional buildings for general teaching
spaces can be provided to
the extent that the special roams and
laboratories are fully used.
In the analysis in Chart I it is assumed that all the teaching
of
science is done in the laboratories. By using the laboratories
only
for practical work and providing the necessary ordinary teaching
spages
for theory lessons, it may be possible to increase
the number of

Annexure I

(contd 2)

ecience classes. For instance, if each of the classes in Grades IX
and X is to have 3 periods, and each of the classes in Grades XI and
XII is to have 5 periods of practical work in the science subjects, it
would be 'possible to accommodate these classes in the laboratories,
In addition, it will be possible to allot 18 periods of practical
work in chemistry and biology to the 3 agricultural science classes
in the IX and X grades. The total number of periods per week will
then work out at 150. The agricultural group can easibly be expan-

ded to an agricultural class.

From the same chart it will be seen that the Commerce Room is
put to almost 100% use because all the Pour Commerce subjects are
It may be possible to expand the IX and
taught in the Commerce Room.
X Grade Commerce groups into full classes and also to extend the
teaching of Commerce to XI and XII Grades by using the Commerce Room
only for typing and some shorthand periods. The groups of children
studying crafts can also be eupanded to full classes.
The Home Science Room is now used only for 18 periods for the
work for which it is primarily intended. By constructing a separate
the Home
Music Room (so that there is no need to teach Music
Science Room) and the requisite number of general teaching spaces,
it would be possible to have three IX and X Grade classes and three
XI and XII Grade classes in Home Science.
It can now be seen that when the maximum use is made of the
special rooms the school could have the following classes:-

Grades

1

XII

IX

X

XI

Art

2

3

1

Crafts

1

2

-

Home Science

1

2

1

2

Commerce

1

2

1

2

Agr.Science

1

2

Science

3

5

1

2

9

1 6

4

8

2
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(contd 3)

Assuming that the enrolment can he sent out as follows,
.4.1.1*..

.

PUPILS PER

COURSES

§CLASS IN EACH GRADE

*M. SONY. -

0.171WO

X

XI

XII

30

30

Arts

35

35

Crafts

30

30

Home Science

30

30

20

20

Commerce

30

30

20

20

Agr.Science

30

30

30

30

20

20

Science
46-

S (For number of classes in each Grade, see Chart III
of the Annexure)
then the school will have about 1,045 children on the roll.
1,000
is a reasonable number of pupils for a school with Grades IX, X,
Xi and XII only. If further needs for accommodation arises, it is
advisable to start a new school.
The additional teaching spaces required for, the expansion of
the school when it is to have 37 classes with about 1,000 children
can be found out by analysing the curriculum against the grades and
classes as done in Chart I. This is in fact worked out in the
attached Chart II. This analysis shows that fol. increasing the
enrolment from about 550 to about 1,000 and the number of classes
from 16 - 36, the additional space that has to be provided would
be 10 large teaching spaces, 9 small teaching spaces, one music
room and one assembly hall. The assembly hall which was optional
at the time the school was designed for 560 is a °must' now as the
existing reading rooms, common rooms and laboratories would not be
sufficient for the expected large enrolment for their group work,
study 'purposes, seminars, meetings and ,,also for individual work
during their off-periods.

Annexure I

The above analyses of a school in Charts 1 to III shows:(a) A method of calculating the necesslry space for a

given type of school with a given curriculum on
the basis of intensive use of the buildil*s.
(b) That if the buildings are suitably designed and intensively used the usual number of standard
classrooms can be reduced with no adverse
effect on the educational programme.
(c).How a full plan, drawn according to the projected
needs of an area can be executed in stages.

How a building programme for a new second level
school or a second-level section of an existing school, can commence with the provision
of the special teaching areas, which in a
secondary school have to be given priority.
Work done in the usual type of classroom by
lecture or "talk-and-chalk" method can be
carried on in almost any kind of space, even
in open air. However, the work, that involves
experimentation, observation and creative
activity can be done satisfactorily only in
the special spaces provided, with the necessary
apparatus, tools or aids.

(contd.4)

CALCULATION OF TEACHING SPACE REQUIREMENTS IN RELATION TO THE CURRICUL
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These spaces can be provided in a room-less building which can be provided with removal partitions and furniture.
Some of these spaces too can be used for guided teaching purposes, when time-tables arrangements demand their use.
Where this is provided, the 3 small teaching areas and the open roofed areas need not be provided. The large common room, 9 large
teaching spaces, 4 laboratorks, the geography room and the reading room can serve as the 16 form or base rooms.
Indicates, half a class or a small group for classroom work.
- =nee c -asses
.
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Reading room.
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ENROLMENT OVER FIRST 10 YEARS AND RELATED ACCOMMODATION RkQUIREMENTS
Total Tota
Y31
)(
t Science _Class enroi-l.ccommoda is
A
Science Art.Com.etc. Science
ment
B
A
B
A
B
A
A B
30

Art.Com.etc.

Years

ANNEXURE

SPACE REQUIREMENTS FOR DEVELOPED SECOND LEVEL GENERAL
10

9

Arts: Compulsories vide Chart 1
Electives: P. T. & Agriculture
History
f Buddhist Civilisation
l. Geography
f Government
1 Art
iPali
Literature
Economics
J Pali

Space
ds
Periods

No. of

5
5
5

18

90

3

3

15

3

4

20

14
2

2

6

3
5
5
5

4

20

6

3

15
15

3
3

6
6

5
5

4

Commerce: Compulsories vide Chart 1
Electives: P. T. & Agriculture
Typing
Short-hand
Commerce
Accountancy
Economics

3

5

4
4
4

3

18

3
3
3
3
3

3

5

1 Music

12

Periods
per
week

No. of

Subjects

11

3

20
20
20
20
54
9

classes

Periods
per
week

space
periods

periods
42

3

6

18

3

6

18

42

4

12
12

14
2
6
6

3
3
3

9
12
12

3
3

6
6

18
18

No. of
s aces
pelasses

132
21
38

6
18
18
18
18

3
3
3
3

4

Total

Space

1
1

38

2
6

33
15

1

18

1

20
38
20
20 411

Requirement for streams

Garden
Open roofed area
Geography room
Small teaching areas
Large teaching areas
Open paved area
Music room

Total

96

6
18
18

15

30
30
9
30
30 240

1

1

4

Garden
Commerce room
Small teaching areas
Large teaching areas

Total
Arts-Crafts: Compulsories vide Chart
Electives: P. T. & Agriculture
Geometrical Drawing
f Wood-work

1

I. Crafts
Art

3
3
3
3

18

54

3

9

4
4

12

3

4
4

3

4

12
12
12
12
12

3

18
3

54
9

3
3

3

3

4
4
4

9
12
12
12

3
3

Literature
Government
Home Science: Compulsories vide Chart 1
Electives: P. T. & Agriculture
Hygiene
Literature
Home Science
Needle Work
Music

3

3
3

4

4

,

54
9
12 )
12 J
12
12
12
12

3
3

8

24

78

2

6

15

1
1

1

2
135

9
3
3

23
7

69
21

12

'

Garden
Wood-work shop
Arts-craft room
Large teaching areas

Total
2
2

12
81
33
12

1

Garden
Small teaching areas
Large teaching areas
Double unit Home science roi

240

Agriculture: Complusories vide Chart 1
Electives: P. T. & Agriculture
/ Literature
Geography
Chemistry
Biology
Agriculture
1,

Scienize: Compulsories vide Chart 1
Electives: Free work, P. T. & Agriculture
Literature
Geography
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Botany
1 Applied Maths
Zoology
1 Advance Maths

3

18
3

3
3

3
3

3

5

3
3

6
5

8
8
8
8
8
8
8

18
3
3

3
,

3

5
5

6

54
9
9
9

r.,
.. ,
9

15
18
15

144

24
24
24
40
40
48

9

6

9

1

15

2

18
15
3
3

3

3
3

3
3
3

8

24

4

12

129

21
21

7
7
7
7

21
21

21
21

Garden
Large teaching
Agricultural lab.
Small teaching areas

Total

168
36

24
24

7
7

Total

1

1

61
61

1

48

5

21
21
21
21

1

1

506
1661

Garden
Physics lab.
Chemistry lab.
Chemistry lab.
Biology lab.
General lab.
J
Small teaching areas
Open paved area

Total
GRAND T

.44

ANNEXURE I
CHART
III

SCHOOL FOR 1000 PUPILS
Space
periods

streams

No. of
spaces

Overall requirements

Space
periods

21

38

90
227
32
1

1

12
15

1

36
36
153

19
1
1

1

Total 240

1

9

1

24

1

39
78

1

1
1

150
2
1

cience room

)

Open roofed area)

Total 408

Total

Play ground

15

1

72
69
72

1

Total 228

Geography room
Small teaching spaces
Large multi-purpose Commerce room
Large teaching spaces
Music room
Commerce room
Wood-work shop
Art-craft room
Double unit Home science room
Agricultural laboratory
Agricultural area
Physics lab,
Chemistry lab.
Biology lab.
1.
General lab.

31

38

425
725
32
36

24
39

72
15

74
150

I

Open paved areas
Library
Reading room/study
Assembly hall
Administrative section consisting of:
Principal's office
General office, Record room
Store
Visitors or waiting room

9
198
15

2
1

Small rooms
Staff Common room

66

Total 288

36
150
161

Total 347
AND TOTAL

1661

1661

rn

TECH, ASSISTANTS
EST MATORS

10 CLERKS

( 2 POSTS VACANT )

2

SCHOOL WORKS

SWB

BRANCH
MINiSTRY

2 TYPISTS

1 SUB
I.

I
MINOR STAFF

S. W.

5 INSPECTORS OF
SCHOOL WORKS

SUPERINTENDING ENGINEER
SCHOOL WORKS

-.11CIP.COMMIPP11.11.1.80.1.1.1RN2=71T.R7141.,903.7......1

ARCHITECT

( POST VACANT)

ASSISTANT

3 DRAUGHTSMEN
( 2 POSTS VACANT)

zz
rn

CI ART

SCHOOL WORKS
ENGINEER

ORGANISATIONAL

V

DISTRICT

INSPECTORS

I

INSPECTORS

i

REGION

ENGINEERS

reneaffiarowimour
DISTRICT

1 CLERK TO EACH

( 41)

( 27)

CENTRAL REGION
SOUTHERN REGION
NORTHERN REGION (VACANT

S HOOL WORKS

1

1

1

1 WESTERN

4 SCHOOL WORKS

OVERSEERS (170)

SUB

uT2t53MR-.§

OFF ICES ogeouftwzzazwiemwmasammeffamsatsw

SENIOR INSPECTORS
SCHOOL WORKS

11

13 REGIONAL OF F ICES

=

REGIONAL

irrURAL AFFAIRS

lasesmest= DIRECTORS
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..,.M

,f.., Awe .... ..../o

TY

C ITT

IL

TNG
EYE
LEVEL

.....0,

SEAT
REIGHT

.. .0

4..4,

Ao....A.A.

SEAT

SEAT
BREADT I DEPTH

DESK
TOP
HEIGHT

SHOULDER
WIDTH

.

WRW1:::

SraFACE {.

V"... /04 -.0 o.

x
'

S.H.x
0.72
_

rne

)47.

11

13

5.t.

)

50.c

S.H.x
0.25

S.H.x
0.25 +
0,4ins

S.H.x
0.22 0.4ins

S.H.x
0.315+
3.2ins
P......1

..........-

S.H.x
0.26
O.............

S.H.x
0.30x
0.39
.....0.01.1.., 6.,10

36

12.5

12.9

10.6

18.9

13

15x19

37.4

13

13.4

11

19.6

13.5

15.6x
19.8

38.9

13.5

13.9

11.5

20.2

14

16.2
20.5

i

15

56.

16

61

LvOi0

,

40.3

14

14.4

11.9

20.8

14.6

16.8x
21.3

141.8

14.5

14.9

12.4

21.5

15.1

17.4x
22

43.2

15

15.4

12.8

22.1

15.6

18

x

22.8
43.9

15.3

15.7

13

22.4

15.9

18.3x
23.2

18

44.6

15.5

15.9

13.2

22.7

16.1

18.6x
23.6

19

46.1

16

16.4

13.7

23.4

16.6

19.2x
24.3

20

46.8

16.3

16.7

13.9

23.7

16.9

19.5x
24.7
.........,

7

,e1

= Standing Height
Genr.ital (lath it inches
S. 3'.

MT: SIZES, CEYLON SECONDARY GENERAL SCHOOLS
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rrr

';0

r,V,

'
,

1

1

Bo4-t

15

16

AGE N YEARS

14

11

oLd.

17

yr olds = 0.55 S 1-1.

board S-H. 20 yr

rn of boards hi, height

Top of chalk

Base of board

Top of board

20

M.O.! I Kt 1.2. On

4.1 MI a.

co

171

zz

M

zC)

handles

Shelf height

11

12
13

15

AGE IN

14

YEARS

16

17

18

19

20

Switches at shoulder height llyr olds = 0.79 S.H.
Door handles mid-way shoulder height/elbow llyr olds= 0-66 5.H
Shelf height at S-H-11yr olds = 51.7 inches

!.........

Door

standing heights (SH)

Mean consolidated

yam.

tri C
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r
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00
CP

BODY
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CHAIRS
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48
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36
ABOVE

24
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b = (0.25 S.1-1)

c = 0,2 S.H.+1)

J

desks
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{a=

1

I,

04
C)

(0.30 S.H)

bs= (0, 38 S. 1-1.)

d = (0.22511.-1)
0.25 S1-1
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well etc.
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ANNEXURE IV
MEAN MAX. EQUATORIAL COMFORT INDICES - CEYLON

Station

Mean Month

'Mean

Max.
Temp

Max
Wet
Bulb
or

*F
.........-.....-

Colombo
Katunayakti

Puttalam
Mannar
Jaffna
Kankesanturai
Tr4ncoia1ee
Batticaloa

Bambantaa
Calle
R*tmalana
Ratnapura
Anuradhapura
Vavuniya
Kurunegala
Mahal Illupallama
Kandy

Badulla
Diyatalawa
Nuwara Eliya

Equatorial comfort index F*
Zero wind
Wind pe
sed
speed
300 F pm

p...........

94.9
95.6
90.6
93.6
92.2
96.8
98.6
97.5
93.5
90.5
93.8
97.9
97.3
98.8
96.8
96.6
91.8
91.3
84.0
78.9

Feb.
Feb. /Mar.

April
April
May
May
June
July
July
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
Apr.
Aug.
Mar.

July
June
Apr.

78.1
79.3
81.3
81.6
82.2
81.8
80.0
79.6
78.6
77.9
78.4
79.8
77.6
77.8
80.2
76.9
75.4
74.0
68.4
66.9

81.0
82.0
83.0
83.0
83.5
83.5
82.5
82.0
81.0
80.0
81.0
82.0

810
81.0
82.5
80.5
79.0
78.5
75.0
75.0

78.0
78.5
79.5
79.0
79.0
79.5
79.0
78.5
78.0
77.0
78.0
79.0
78.0
78.0
79.0
78.0
76.0
6.0
75.0
75.0

At an equatorial comfort index of 78*F the largest number of
people will feel thermally comfortable.

At 70* every one will feel

too cold and at 85*F every one will feel uncomfortably hot.

The table makes the need for breeze in buildings very apparent
as in most cases, with a good breeze blowing the index is reduced froi
80*P to about 78 °F,

be too low.

At higher elevations, room temneratures tend to

